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ABSTRACT

THE DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDELINES THROUGH WHICH THE ADEQUACY

CONCEPT IN DESIGNATING UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SPONSORED SCHOOLS MAY BE EXAMINED

BY

Vincent M. McGugan

An estimated 33,000 American pupils attend private

American-sponsored elementary and secondary schools over-

seas. Nearly 10,000 American students are dispersed in

forty-four of these schools in eighteen countries in Latin

America. Approximately 2,700 of these students are depen-

dents of the United States Government.

The United States Government assists each of these

forty-four schools with grants for the purpose of improv-

ing the quality of education available to the children of

Government employees. The United States Government has

designated five of these schools in Latin America as

United States Government-Sponsored Schools. This desig-

nation makes it necessary for a United States Government

employee to send his dependent children to the designated

school if he wishes to receive the educational allowance

provided for under Government regulations.
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The study was organized around basic questions con-

cerning the schools in Latin America: (1) general charac-

teristics, (2) responsibilities of a United States Govern-

ment-Sponsored School, (3) authority for designating

United States Government-Sponsored Schools, (4) reasonable

guidelines for examining the adequacy of these schools,

(5) general status, (6) conclusions and recommendations

relative to testing the adequacy of these schools.

The methods employed in the study included:

1. A search of the literature and the selection

of five schools for study. Those selected were the "United

States Government-Sponsored Schools."

2. Primary source data was compiled from official

reports submitted to the Office of Overseas Schools of the

United States Department of State by the individual schools

at the time of their application for Federal financial as-

sistance.

3. Each of the schools was visited and interviews

were held with the members of the boards of control, with

administrators, with faculty members and with concerned

parents.

4. Interviews were held with Government officials

and with educators in the United States who were familiar

with American-sponsored schools overseas.

The study revealed that the schools were character-

ized far more by their diversity than by their similarity
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and that the term "adequate" as used by the United States

Government had little meaning. The study further revealed

that guidelines could be established, which would be ac-

ceptable to the schools, to assist in determining the ade-

quacy of each of the designated schools, or any others con-

sidered for designation as United States Government-Spon-

sored Schools.

The study resulted in producing a number of recom-

mendations:

l. The United States Department of State should

review its policy relating to United States Government-

Sponsored Schools and examine the procedures being used

to meet its obligation to provide an education for depen-

dents overseas equivalent to that available in public

schools in the United States.

2. If the United States Department of State de-

cides to use the concept of educational "adequacy" as a

measure of determining schools that are to be designated

as United States Government-Sponsored Schools, it should

create a plan to develop appropriate and acceptable guide-

lines for testing their adequacy.

3. The development of official guidelines should

begin with field testing the general guidelines presented

in the study.

4. The official guidelines should be developed

cooperatively with representation from the schools which

are or may be affected.
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5. The unique opportunities American-sponsored

schools have for improving and fostering mutual respect

and understanding among peoples should not be compromised;

however, neither should United States Government employees'

children be deprived of an appropriate and responsive edu-

cation.

Hopefully both goals can be attained. Adequate

planning by both the schools and the Government will con-

tinue to be necessary; however, improved support patterns

must be developed if excellence is the goal for American-

sponsored schools overseas.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction
 

The role and function of the United States--through

governmental and non-governmental entities--in the broad

field of international education are subject to numerous

interpretations and they have received a substantial amount

of attention. International education has developed a host

of meanings: comparative study, technical assistance to

developing countries, foreign intergovernmental relations,

exchange of facilities and others, materials and cross-

cultural development, area and social studies, and to some,

no more than pen pals. These meanings have a variety of

implications that range from scholarly pursuits to practi-

cal applications of skills. The term "international edu-

cation" has developed such a wide range of meanings that

its true value for communication is lost when it is gen-

erally applied. The net result of this variety of meanings

for and interpretations of international education is a

great deal of confusion about the discrete function that

many programs within international education should and

can perform. The leadership role of the United States

Government in fostering international understanding and



its responsibility and obligation for foreign intergovern-

mental relations are obvious. An additional United States

Government role, however, deals with employee benefits and

assurances; most importantly, and specifically related to

this study, with providing for the educational needs of

government employee dependent children when the employee

is assigned to a post outside of the United States.

Thus, the United States Government has at least two

roles which may tend to conflict, or in some cases have in-

compatible objectives: its role in enhancing relations

among peoples and governments and its role in providing ed-

ucational opportunity for dependent children. This ten-

dency to conflict exists within the educational area for a

number of reasons, but primarily because foreign govern-

ments have, in many cases, constitutional and/or statutory

provisions which proscribe a United States type education.

Commonly, however, by intergovernmental agreement, United

States operated schools are permitted under certain require-

ments. These schools, however, are operated generally in

connection with United States Department of Defense opera-

tions. Dependents of non-military government employees,

however, most commonly have available to them education

provided in American-sponsored schools.

Thirty-three thousand American pupils attend these

private American-sponsored elementary and secondary schools

overseas and approximately half of these pupils are depen-

dents of employees of the United States Government.



Thus, the decision of government policy makers

affects thousands of the children of its employees. The

geographic area that best lends itself to study is Latin

America because the forty-four schools in that area are

generally multi-national. No DOD schools exist, and only

five of these schools are currently designated as United

States Government-sponsored schools (a designation of im-

port which is defined and treated later in Chapter I).

Nearly 10,000 American students are dispersed in

forty-four community type schools in eighteen countries

in Latin America. Approximately 2,700 of these students

are dependents of employees of the United States Government.

Each of these forty-four schools has been assisted,

or is currently being assisted by the Office of Overseas

Schools of the United States Department of State, in an

attempt to improve the quality of education available to

the children of Government employees. American business

corporations have made significant contributions to the im-

provement of these schools for the benefit of their depen-

dent children. The American educational community, includ-

ing universities, professional associations, and public

schools, have continued development and improvement of the

educational programs offered in many of these schools.

The United States Government's interest in these

American-sponsored schools in Latin America dates back to

1944 when two basic characteristics were recognized; one,

that they were providing an education for United States



children who were temporarily abroad, and, two, that by

their existence in their foreign setting they were repre-

sentative of the United States and thus, were identified in

the minds of many host country nationals as representing

educational institutions and educational philosophy of the

United States.

It was recognition of this second characteristic

that initially led to the United States Government's direct

involvement with these private American type schools. Many

of them enrolled not only United States students but also

children of the host country, and third country nationals,

and had, in effect, become bi-national or international in

student population.

Other foreign schools also were operating in Latin

America, and the impact of these schools, particularly

those of Germany, became apparent. Describing the situa-

tion in his country during World War II years, Galo Plaza,

former president of Ecuador and currently Secretary General

of the Organizations of American States stated:

The German school in my community became the best

school in town. It had modern buildings on a beautiful

wooded campus; it was run by a young and energetic

faculty brought over from Germany, and, as a new fea-

ture, there was a clubhouse on the campus where parents

could meet, obtain information on Germany's industrial

development, see moving pictures of Nazi accomplish-

ments and what Nazi Germany had to offer the world, of

her growing military strength and of the new happiness

that Nazism was bringing to the people. Even business

connections could be arranged through the club and

trips to Germany were planned with the help of the

unusually capable and accommodating professor in charge

of the Club.



Tuitions were low and scholarships were available

for outstanding pupils of public schools from the

poorer classes. It was natural that the community was

happy to have such an institution. The Plan was a

success. It was incredible how completely the Nazis

won over the children in the school and the parents in

the club.1

In 1944, the United States Congress, awakened to

the potential of these schools in strengthening United

States relationships with the host countries, appropriated

$220,000 to supplement teachers' salaries and to purchase

educational materials for the benefit of a small number of

American schools in Latin America.

Between the years 1944 and 1948 funds were made

available to these schools under the program of the Coordi-

nator for Inter-American Affairs, and beginning in 1948,

under the United States Information and Educational Exchange

Act. The Inter-American Schools Service, a contract agency

of the American Council on Education, administered the pro-

gram on behalf of the Bureau of Cultural and Educational

Affairs of the Department of State.

The authorizing legislation required that schools re-

ceiving assistance be non-sectarian, non-profit insti-

tutions, American or bi-national in character. The

schools were to have been established and maintained

by American individuals or groups with American or

American-trained administrators and teachers

1Galo Plaza, "Experiment in International Educa-

tion," The Nation's Schools, XXXVII (May, 1946), 24.



where—ever practicable. Finally the schools were to be

open to American, host country, and third country chil-

dren.2

Clearly the intent of the United States Government

in providing such assistance was to demonstrate American

ideals and educational methods to host country nationals

in Latin America.

This trend continued, and not until 1954 was there

any specific legislation concerned with the education of

dependents of United States Government (civilian) personnel

stationed abroad. Provisions of the Mutual Security Act

of 1954 permitted assistance to schools established for

children of Government employees where "emergency educa-

tional situations" existed. At about the same time educa-

tional allowances were authorized for United States Govern-

ment personnel stationed abroad. Thus in 1954 the Govern-

ment entered into assistance programs to American-sponsored

schools in Latin America with concern for their first char-

acteristic, their United States student enrollment, at

least that part representing dependents of United States

Government employees.

In 1970 forty-four schools in Latin America were

receiving grant assistance from the Office of Overseas

Schools of the United States Department of State. Of these,

five had been officially designated as United States

 

2Finis Engleman and Paul Luebke, The Mission Called

O/OS (Washington, D.C.: AASA, 1966), p. 35.

 



Government-sponsored schools under Sections 271.9, 272.3,

276.1 and 911.3 of the Standardized Regulations (Government

Civilians, Foreign Areas) of the Department of State.

These schools are located in Lima, Peru; La Paz, Bolivia;

Asuncion, Paraguay; Buenos Aires, Argentina and Recife,

Brazil.

This regulation, in general, limits the payment of

education allowances to parents at a post whose children

attend the designated United States Government-sponsored

schools. By this action, the United States Government in

effect strongly influences the choice of schools attended

where there is a United States Government-sponsored school

at post.

The United States Government has, by its regula-

tions, limited the choice of educational opportunity for

its civilian dependents abroad who are assigned to a post

where a school is designated as a USGSS, except for serious

reason. United States Government dependents, at a post

where a United States Government-sponsored school exists,

must attend the school or the parents of such dependents

do not receive an education allowance.

The ability of the overseas school to offer an edu-

cational opportunity equivalent to that found in general

public schools in the United States varies considerably,

based on numerous factors, all of which can neither be



controlled by any program initiated by the United States

Government or by any educational entity within the United

States.

Existent educational programs in Latin America in

binational schools have been studied extensively since

1960. In his study of the oldest American-sponsored school

in Latin America, in Mexico City, Patterson pointed to the

continuing problems of American High School in Mexico City.

The American High School faces many problems that

grow out of its particular circumstances.

These problems are as follows:

1. In order to legally exist the Mexican Government

requires the school to provide a bi-curriculum in

English and Spanish.

2. It is necessary to develop unique standards of ex-

cellence without the opportunity of frequent con-

tact and comparison to American schools in the

United States.

3. Teaching materials in many instances must be 10-

cally developed.

4. Consultative assistance for all staff members must

be imported from the United States.

5. Financial support of the school depends solely on

tuition.

6. The school must satisfy labor laws which favor the

host country.3

These problems are not unique to Mexico but are

rather representative of problems faced by American type

schools in all of the Latin American republics.

By exercising its legal authority, the Department

of State has designated five schools in Latin America as

 

3Charles J. Patterson, A Comparison of Performances

of Mexican and American Children in a Bi-cultural Settin on

Measures of AbilityE,Achievgment and Ad'ustment, Bulletin'

No. 30 (Mexico, D.F.: American School Foundation, 1960),_

pp. 2-3.



United States Government-sponsored schools based on two

factors, specifically adequacy, and a sizeable input of

United States Government funds.

Neither of these terms have been clearly defined

and, based on both, any school assisted by the Office of

Overseas Schools program of the United States State Depart-

ment could be so designated. That these schools vary

greatly is well documented, e.g., Orr, Fox, et a1.

Purpose of the Study
 

The purposes of this study were:

(1) to develop guidelines against which the con-

cept of "adequacy" could be examined,

(2) to propose these guidelines for consideration

in the designation of additional United States Government-

sponsored schools or in the continuation of those presently

designated,

(3) to examine the background and report the proce-

dure whereby an American-sponsored school becomes a United

States Government-sponsored school,

(4) to examine the five designated United States

Government-sponsored schools in Latin America in relation

to the established guidelines to determine the extent to

which they meet the intent of Congress that United States

Government dependents receive an education comparable to

that offered in typical United States public schools,
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(5) to describe the formalized construct of the

American-sponsored schools with consideration for their

ability to meet the intent of the Congress in providing

for an education for dependents equivalent to that avail-

able in the typical American public school, and finally

(6) to develop recommendations which will have

relevancy for guiding the United States Government, par-

ticipating and eligible schools, and others concerned with

overseas education for United States Government employees'

children.

Statement of the Problem
 

This study was designed to treat the problem of

establishing the acceptability of guidelines against which

the "adequacy" concept in the designation or continuation

of United States Government-sponsored schools could be

examined.

Delimitations
 

Although there are twenty-seven United States

Government-sponsored schools worldwide, this study will be

limited to those five in Latin America. Many similar ques-

tions could be asked about those in other parts of the

world, and considering the unique historical developments

of each school, each could be subject to individual inten-

sive review, however, American-sponsored schools in Latin

America developed under unusual circumstances and currently

serve purposes somewhat different from those prevalent in

other areas of the world.
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Admittedly a larger question could have been ad-

dressed, namely: what should be done for all of the forty-

four American-sponsored schools serving American dependent

children in Latin America? Such a question should eventu-

ally be asked and answered since each faces similar prob-

lems to some degree in providing adequate educational op-

portunities for American children temporarily overseas.

Various reasons, however, dictated the choice of

the five United States Government-sponsored schools selec-

ted for this thesis:

(1) These schools were among the first designated--

worldwide--by the United States Department of State as

schools to which United States Government dependents must

go, or relinquish the right to an education allowance,

(2) moreover, these schools are community owned

and operated, and as such, are representative of the many

schools in Latin America which could be affected by similar

decision on the part of the United States State Department,

(3) the problems experienced by these schools are

similar in kind to those being experienced to a greater or

lesser degree by schools serving a similar purpose in other

locations within the Latin American Republics,

(4) each is currently being partially financed by

grands-in-aid from the United States Department of State,

Office of Overseas Schools Program, and under regulations,
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is required to admit all United States Government dependent

children meeting the usual standards for admission,4 and

(5) although only 2,700 United States Government

dependent children attend the forty-four American-sponsored

schools in Latin America, almost 10,000 American children

are directly or indirectly affected by actions of the

United States Government in regard to dependent education,

and the educational opportunities for some 18,000 host

country and third country nationals5 could be affected by

any and all decisions relating to United States Government

dependent education.

Importance of the Thesis Topic
 

There are very practical reasons why the American-

sponsored overseas schools should be studied in regard to

their ability to provide for an education equivalent to

that available within the United States:

(1) the demonstrable tendency of the United States

Government, at the present time, to concern itself with

domestic educational problems rather than with international

educational problems, e.g., the lack of funding for the

International Education Act,

 

4U.S., State Department Foreign Affairs Manual Cir-

cular, 2 FAM 600, Overseas Schools Program (Washington,
 

 

D.C.: Government Printing Office, February, 1970).

5Paul T. Luebke, American Elementary and Secondary

Schools Abroad (Washington, D.C.: Office of Overseas
 

Schools, 1969), p. 10.
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(2) the vested interest of government and industrial

employees in providing for the adequate education of their

dependents in a smaller world, faced with a multiplicity of

international problems which impose new problems on insti-

tutions purporting to provide United States type education,

(3) the challenge to existent American-sponsored

schools, whether they recognize it or not, to uphold the

pride of the American public in one of its most valued in-

stitutions, the American school system,

(4) the inherent equality of educational opportunity

concept in the United States. This concept implies the ob-

ligation to provide equal educational opportunity, and

equal educational quality according to need, to all of its

citizens including United States Government employees.

This choice is restricted overseas by designation of cer-

tain American-sponsored schools as United States Government-

sponsored schools,

(5) the practice of designating certain schools as

United States Government-sponsored schools, if it is to be

continued, should be applicable only to schools which are

making every effort to achieve the level of educational

progress and improvement comparable to those in the conti—

nental United States, and

(6) significant Government investment in a school

overseas does not necessarily imply that that school is
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capable of providing an educational opportunity equivalent

to that available in the public schools in the United

States.

Methods of Thesis Development
 

The characteristics of American-sponsored schools

in Latin America have been studied extensively; however

these studies have been limited to selected components of

their status and performance at several points in time.6

The thrust of this thesis deals with a study of selected

schools in Latin America to examine the basic question of

whether or not and/or how certain schools do or may meet

 

6Paul Orr, "Binational Schools in Latin America"

(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Michigan State University,

1964); Leslie L. Lee, "Influences of Selected International

Education Activities on Teacher Attitudes Concerning Pur-

poses of Education" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Uni-

versity of Alabama, 1968); George Patrick Young, Jr., "A

Study of the Potential for Achievement of Better Inter-

American Relationship Through North American Schools in

Latin America" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University

of Illinois, 1960); Robert G. Seaquist, "A Study to Develop

a Planning Base for the Association of Colombian-American

Binational Schools" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Uni—

versity of Alabama, 1968); Burton B. Fox, "The Question of

Accreditation Overseas: A Comparative Study of Accredited

and Non-accredited Schools in Latin America" (unpublished

Ph.D. dissertation, University of Alabama, 1969); Vito

Perrone, "An Image of America Conceived in Mexican and

Argentine Social Studies Textbooks" (unpublished Ph.D. dis-

sertation, Michigan State University, 1963); Patterson,

Comparison on Measures of Ability, Achievement and Adjust-

ment; Joanne G. Fraser, "A Survey of Bilinqual Programs and

Outcomes in Selected American-Sponsored Overseas Schools in

Latin America" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University

of Alabama, 1970).
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the intent of Congress that the dependent children of

United States Government employees overseas are provided

with an education equivalent to that which they would have

had had they remained in the United States. This question

has not previously been examined and reported in the liter-

ature.

Primary source data are current for the school year

1969-1970. These data were compiled from official reports

submitted to the Office of Overseas Schools of the United

States Department of State by the individual American-

sponsored schools at the time of their application for Fed-

eral financial assistance.

As Regional Education Officer for Latin America in

the Office of Overseas Schools, the writer has visited the

American-sponsored schools in this area numerous times

since February, 1965. During this period he met with Gov-

ernment officials at all levels at each post concerned with

the assistance program to American-sponsored schools, with

the boards of control responsible for the schools, with the

administrators and faculties, and with many individual par-

ents concerned about the education of their children.

In addition, he met on numerous occasions with the

officers and members of the Association of American Schools

in the Republic of Mexico, the Association of American

Schools of South America, the Association of Colombian-

American Bi-National Schools and the Director of the
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Inter-Regional Center for Curriculum and Materials Devel-

opment in Barranquilla, Colombia.

In the United States he participated in policy

meetings at the Government level, accreditation meetings

of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, meet-

ings of the Association for the Advancement of International

Education, meetings of the American Association of School

Administrators, and meetings with officials of universities,

colleges, and public school districts participating in as-

sistance programs to American-sponsored schools.

In all of these meetings the current status of the

subject schools and the adequacy of their programs was

discussed and much of the information gained is incorporated

in this study.

This thesis was developed by the following proce-

dure:

(1) The history of the development and evolution of

the American-sponsored school in Latin America was examined,

(2) the literature was searched and reviewed in-

cluding all related dissertations, charters and policies,

and documents pertaining to the origin and objectives of

American-sponsored schools, especially those currently des-

ignated as United States Government-sponsored schools in

Lima, Peru; La Paz, Bolivia; Asuncion, Paraguay; Buenos

Aires, Argentina;and Recife, Brazil,

(3) information concerning organization, adminis-

tration, professional staff, pupil personnel, curriculum
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and finance was compiled through the use of available data,

interviews, reports, statements and other documentation in

an effort to present a comprehensive view of these United

States Government-sponsored schools,

(4) reviewing the educational program of the United

States Government-sponsored schools by personal visit, to

review the educational program and the educational facili-

ties available to provide for education of United States

Government dependents overseas,

(5) reviewing with educators in the United States,

familiar with American-sponsored schools in Latin America,

criteria which would be appropriate for designating or

continuing schools as United States Government-sponsored

schools,

(6) reviewing United States Government documents

pertaining to the designation of certain schools overseas

as United States Government-sponsored schools, and

(7) identifying criteria to be utilized and strate-

gies to be employed in assisting these schools, and others

in Latin America, to achieve a level of educational quality

comparable to schools in the United States.

Basic Assumptions
 

Five basic assumptions underlie the investigation:

(1) It was the intention of the United States Con-

gress to provide an education for the dependents of its

civilian employees overseas comparable to that available in

United States public schools;
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(2) the Department of State has the authority,

within specified authorizations, to designate certain

schools as United States Government-sponsored schools,

(3) the current criteria for designation of schools

overseas as United States Government-sponsored schools are

ill defined and are not, therefore, adequate to assure that

those children in attendance in these schools will receive

an education such as that intended by Congress,

(4) that reasonable guidelines can be established,

acceptable to the schools, which can guide in the designa-

tion of additional schools as United States Government-

sponsored schools, if such is the intent of the Department

of State, and

(5) that overseas schools in general will need

assistance in developing to meet the proposed criteria.

Basic Questions of the Study
 

This thesis is a descriptive study designated to

examine certain basic questions; therefore formal hypothe-

ses are not constructed for examination in the thesis. The

basic questions of the study are:

1. What are the general characteristics of the

forty-four American-sponsored schools in Latin America

that will provide an overview of this type of school?

2. What responsibilities by a school are implied

by its designation as a United States Government-sponsored

school; and what obligation, if any, does it have after

being so designated?
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3. How, and by what authority and action did USGSS

emerge in South America:

4. What are reasonable and generally acceptable

guidelines which may be utilized to examine the "adequacy"

concept (which is one of two factors in designating a

school as a USGSS) in relating education in the United

States to education overseas:; and, what is the rationale

for the guidelines which are selected?

5. What is the general status of the five schools

in South America, currently designated as USGSS, in relation

to the guidelines which have been identified?

6. What conclusions and recommendations can be

developed, based on this study, for future application of

the test for "adequacy" in designating a school as a

USGSS?; and, for the continuation of schools currently des-

ignated as USGSS?

7. What are the major implications of this study

for:

(a) United States Government agencies,

(b) United States accrediting agencies, and

(c) American-sponsored schools including those

presently designated as USGSS.

General Guidelines
 

The general guidelines identified in this study

are to examine the "adequacy" concept, and are proposed to

be utilized simply as the best measure currently available;
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however, they should be systematically examined and modified

and expanded as more research information and experience

with them are available.

If the schools and the Government are in agreement

that the guidelines are acceptable, strategies should be

developed, which are mutually acceptable, for the guide-

lines to be met, a parallel method for their continuing

development and modification should be designed and imple-

mented.

Overview of the Study
 

In this first chapter, the purposes of the thesis

were developed and a major problem was identified. A pro-

cedure for examining the problem was presented and a ra-

tional basis for arriving at a possible solution to the

problem was established.

In the chapters that follow, the principal steps

in the development of the thesis are delineated. These

are as follows: In Chapter Two the origin, objectives and

major characteristics of the American-sponsored schools in

Latin America are summarized and examined. In Chapter

Three the emergence of the United States Government-spon-

sored school concept is explored and the procedures which

led to the designation are described. In Chapter Four

processes and procedures currently utilized in the United

States are analyzed and guidelines for viewing the schools

in terms of the "adequacy" concept of the United States
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Government are developed. To examine the functionality of

the guidelines, selected aspects of the status of the five

USGSS in South America are reviewed against each component

of the guidelines. In Chapter Five conclusions and recom-

mendations with their implications are presented in a

manner in which each of the seven basic questions of the

study is examined.

Definition of Terms
 

United States Government-Sponsored Schools.--"United

States Government-operated or -sponsored school means an

elementary or secondary school maintained and operated by a

Government agency for dependents of employees of the Govern-

ment or an elementary or secondary school receiving finan-

cial support from a Government Agency."7

American-Sponsored Schools.--Schools founded by
 

United States citizens and other parents overseas in areas

where local schools were either non-existant or inadequate.

The curricula are similar to those in the United States

with adaptations to meet local requirements. Within this

classification are those independent schools which are eli-

gible for and have received assistance under the program of

the Office of Overseas Schools of the United States Depart-

ment of State.

 

7U.S., Department of State, Standardized Regula-

tions, Sec. 27lg., May 24, 1964.
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Missionary or Church-Related Schools.--Schools
 

established to educate the children of missionaries and/or

local national children and organized by a denomination or

a group of denominations.

Proprietary Schools.--Schools organized by an in-
 

dividual or a group and operated for profit.

Company Schools.--Schools established and operated
 

by companies with overseas operations to provide education

for the children of their employees.

Overseas Schools.--Schools operated outside of the
 

United States of America. Schools in Mexico, Central Amer-

ica and South America are included in this classification

even though they may not be strictly considered "overseas."

Bi-National Schools.--Schools which enroll children
 

of two or more nationalities. This group of schools usu-

ally enrolls United States children and children of the

host country. They may also enroll children of other

countries.

Education Allowance.--Education allowance means an
 

allowance to assist an employee in meeting the extraordi-

nary and necessary expenses, not otherwise compensated for,

incurred by reasons of his service in a foreign area in

providing adequate elementary and secondary education for

his children.
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Host Country Nationals.--Those persons who are cit-
 

izens of the country in which the American-sponsored school

is located.

Third Country Nationals.--Those persons who are
 

neither citizens of the host country nor citizens of the

United States. For example, a Bolivian child attending an

American-sponsored school in Argentina would be a third

country national.

Calvert System.--Ca1vert system means those courses
 

of study developed by the Calvert School, Tuscany Road,

Baltimore, Maryland. These courses were developed to pro-

vide an education for English-speaking children living in

foreign countries or other remote places.

Calvert courses are approved by the Department of

Education of the State of Maryland.

Pre-kindergarten (PK).--Pre-kindergarten courses
 

are offered to four-year-old children in a number of bi-

national schools for the purpose of providing language in-

struction, either in English or the host country language.

Nursery (N).--Nursery courses is another name given
 

by some schools to their pre-kindergarten courses. The

purpose of these nursery courses is also language instruc-

tion.
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United States Dependent.--United States Dependent
 

means those dependents of United States citizens other

than United States Government employee dependents.

American.--American refers to citizens of the

United States although it is recognized that citizens of

other American republics can properly be called American.

Department.--Department refers to the United States
 

Department of State.

Post.--Post refers to those stations throughout

the world to which United States Government personnel are

assigned.

Airgram.--An airgram is used for written communi-

cation between the Department and overseas posts, and

between overseas posts, on matters of policy, political

and economic reporting, and other subjects when the com—

munication requires multiple distribution at Washington

or the post.

AID.--AID is the Agency for International Develop-

ment. Although closely related to the Department of State

in its involvement in foreign affairs, AID is separately

administered and separately budgeted.

AID-TO.--An AID-TO is used by AID agencies for

written communication between Washington offices and AID
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missions in the field, and between AID field missions, when

the communication requires multiple distribution at Washing-

ton or at the mission.

AwayfFrom Post Allowance.--An away-from post al-
 

lowance is an allowance paid to a dependent to permit him

to secure services which are not available at his post.

An away-from post education allowance is paid to permit a

parent to send his child to another post or back to the

United States for educational purposes.

Contract Teachers.--This term is used by some
 

schools to refer specifically to those teachers who are re-

cruited directly from the United States for teaching pur-

poses.

Grant or Grant-in-Aid.--Grant or grant-in-aid are
 

synonymous and refer to sums of money given to overseas

schools for specific purposes.
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CHAPTER II

AN OVERVIEW OF THE AMERICAN-SPONSORED SCHOOLS

IN LATIN AMERICA

The American-sponsored school (ASS) in Latin

America is one component of a large informal system of

American—influenced or American-type school which operates

throughout the world and for a number of different reasons.

A phenomenon of our time is the recent, and perhaps

startling, growth in American presence overseas. It

is estimated that today 2 1/2 million Americans (1 1/2

million civilians, 1 million military personnel) are

living in more than 150 nations, states and terri-

tories of Europe, Africa, Asia and Latin America.

They are there for a variety of reasons: many to

tour, many to study, and an increasing number to par-

ticipate professionally in international programs of

business, diplomacy, science, technology and religion.

Nearly a quarter of a million American children

were receiving an education overseas during the 1967-68

school year. Of these, about 163,000 were enrolled in the

290 schools of the United States Department of Defense.2

Department of Defense schools exist in twenty-nine

 

Porter Sargent, Schools Abroad of Interest to

Americans (2nd ed.; Boston: Porter Sargent Publisher,

1967)! p- 12.

Anthony Cardinale, "Overseas Dependent Schools of

the DOD," Phi Delta Kappan, XLVIII, No. 9 (May 1967), 460.
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countries, however there are none in Latin America. Mili-

tary personnel stationed in Latin America must depend on

either the host country public schools or private schools

serving American dependents.

In 1961 the Inter-American Schools Service esti-

mated that there were approximately 350 "American Schools"

in Latin America. Of these it was thought that approxi-

mately 250 were church related, a small number were family

or individual enterprises, and about thirty were owned by

United States companies and operated for the benefit of

their foreign-based employees.

United States Government-sponsored school (USGSS)

is the designation of a school, made by the United States

Department of State, which requires government employee

dependents, assigned to a post where a USGSS is located,

to attend that school to be eligible for cost of education

allowances. A school designated in Latin America-—the

focus of this study as a USGSS is selected from those

forty-four American-sponsored schools in Latin America

which are eligible and receive support from the United

States Government through the Office of Overseas Schools

(A/OS) of the United States Department of State.

It is, therefore, important to this study to

analyze the American-sponsored schools in a manner that

will result in a general understanding of these schools.

These schools are often confused with other types of

schools; they are not: missionary or church related
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schools, or proprietary schools, or company schools, or

United States Department of Defense Overseas Dependent

Schools. This chapter will provide an overview of the

American-sponsored school in Latin America.

The American-sponsored school in Latin America is

the newest group, numbering forty-four. Most of these

schools serve two basic functions: (1) to provide an

educational opportunity for dependents of United States

Government employees and other United States citizens

abroad, and (2) to demonstrate American methods and

philosophy of education to foreign nationals. They are

the schools now assisted by the Office of Overseas Schools

of the United States Department of State and those which

could be designated USGSS. As such, they are the schools

with which this study is concerned.

These are the schools referred to by President Johnson

when, in introducing the International Education Act

of 1966, he stated that these schools should be show-

cases of excellence in education. They should help

make overseas service attractive to our own citizens.

They should provide close contact with students and

teachers of the host country.3

Origin

The origin of many of these schools is obscure and

although eleven had been established before 1940, thirty-

three were established during the last thirty years.

Table 2.1 reports the number of American-sponsored

schools established in Latin America in each decade from

 

3Engleman and Luebke, Mission Called O/OS, p. 7.
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1880 to 1970. The decades of the forties and fifties saw

the founding of thirty-one of the forty-four schools.

TABLE 2.l--Number of American-Sponsored Schools Established

in Latin America in Each Decade: 1880-1970.

 

Decade Number of Schools

 

1880-1890

1890-1900

1901-1910

1911-1920

1921-1930

1931-1940

1941-1950

1951-1960

1961-1970

F
J
H

t
h
t
u
\
J
N
P
‘
C
D
O
t
4

 

Young, in his study in 1959, of the American-spon-

sored schools, stated:

The non-profit, community type schools, the kind re-

ceiving annual grants-in-aid from the Inter-American

Schools Service, were organized in the early nineteen-

forties. Before that time there had not been much de-

mand for education in English or for a North American

type education in Latin America. Parents who desired

their children to attend universities in other coun-

tries usually sent them to Europe and the number of

North Americans in Latin America did not provide enough

children to make the establishment of schools for them

practical.4

Orr, in describing the history of the schools in

Mexico stated:

Schools have been established in Latin America for

many varying reasons and initially a large number were

 

4Young, "Study for Achievement in Latin America,"
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started for the sole purpose of providing an education

not otherwise available for the children of expatriate

employees. Indeed such plan was necessary in most

areas during the 19205 and is still needed in some

regions.

As Inter-American commerce developed, many areas

had several separate schools with common objectives,

operating under the sponsorship of different groups.

Other areas found there was strong demand for entrance

into a North American type school by expatriate chil-

dren without company affiliation and also a keen in-

terest was expressed by many nationals.

These factors led to the development of many com-

munity-owned, non-sectarian, non-profit schools. This

is the type of school which has generally broadened

its perspective and has fulfilled the important role

of education in fostering mutual respect and under-

standing among the peoples of the Americas.5

For many of these schools the "Calvert System"

formed the basis of the curriculum and the modest begin-

nings of a great number of the schools, is illustrated by

excerpts from the histories of three.

The exact date of the founding of the school (The

American School of Recife, Brazil) is unknown. It

started as a form of Overseas School for the depen-

dents of American military personnel stationed in

Recife, during W.W. II. As the number of military

personnel in Recife increased, the school grew larger.

The form of study was the Calvert home-study curriculum

and the teachers were dependent wives and missionaries.

The American School of Asuncion, Paraguay describes

its beginning as follows:

The American School of Asuncion was founded in 1955

by citizens of the United States residing in Asuncion.

The school began with the students meeting in different

 

5The American School in Mexico, Report of Survey

for the Association of American Schools in the Republic of

Mexico (revised ed.; East Lansing, Mich: College of Edu-

cation, Michigan State University, February 1961).

 

6History of American School of Recife (Mimeographed.)
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homes, each mother teaching a different grade. Later

a group of enthusiastic parents formed a school board

and with the help of the YMCA in Asuncion, were able

to start a regular curriculum covering the first

through 8th grades. To assure that the students would

meet recognized standards, the Calvert System was em-

ployed.7

The American COOperative School in La Paz, Bolivia

began in much the same manner:

The school was founded January, 1955, by a group of

foreign mothers who were alarmed by the low standard of

education in Bolivia and the few days of instruction

offered due to various political problems. There were

approximately 25 pupils in grades 1 through 8 with 5

teachers. The Calvert System was used. The classes

were housed in 5 of the Centro-Bolivian-Americano's

rooms, paying a rental fee of 50 cents per child, per

month. The school day ran from 9 AM to 12:15 PM with

the afternoon for homework. By the end of the school

year in September there were 62 pupils. At this time

the teachers were paid $6.00 per child per month.

The next school year began almost immediately in

October of 1955, in the same building. There was no

principal and the teachers followed the Calvert System,

each teacher being responsible for grading student pa-

pers and giving the tests. The grades were still 1

through 8. When the year ended in June, 1956, the stu-

dent body numbered 90. At this time Latin was taught

in the eighth grade and it was forbidden to speak

Spanish. There was apparently no recognition of the

fact that the students were living in a Spanish speak—

ing country.8

Others came into being by alternate means as shown

in the history of the American Community School of Buenos

Aires, Argentina.

The American Community School, known officially as the

Lincoln School Association (Asociacion Escuelas Lin—

coln), was founded in August, 1952, by the merger of

 

7History of American School of Asuncion (Mimeo-

graphed.)

8History of the American Cooperative School

(La Paz, Bolivia).
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two American type schools: the Lincoln School, founded

in 1936; and the American Grammar and High School, a

department of Ward College, founded in 1913.9

And the American School of Lima stated in its

history:

The American School of Lima, a non-sectarian, non-profit

institution, was founded in 1946 by the American Society

of Peru and North American citizens and companies. Or-

iginal enrollment was thirty-five North American and

eleven Peruvian children in kindergarten through grade

three. The first building was a residence on Avenida

Dos de Mayo in San Isidro. Mrs. Eliseann Irvin was

elected directress of the school. Although not cus-

tomary in Peruvian schools, permission was granted for

co-education in the American School of Lima.10

These statements from the histories of these typical

schools, those now designated as USGSS, indicates that from

the beginning the emphasis was intended to be on American

education and only in the case of Lima is mention made of

the bi-national and coeducational features of the schools

in the illustrations given. This is not to imply that the

other schools in other locations did not have the same ob-

jectives but it does influence the concept of the bi-

national school, about which much has been written, Bjork,

Patterson, et a1. Bjork stated:

In Latin America, the nomenclature 'bi-national'

characteristically means enrollment compositions

 

9History of American Community School (Buenos

Aires: n.d.), p. 3.

10Student Handbook, The Condor (Lima, Peru: Amer-

ican School of Lima, n.d.), p. 6.
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divided between citizens of the United States and

citizens of the Latin American country in which a par-

ticular school is located.11

Bjork continued:

Through the years, the American type private schools

attracted the interests of Latin American peoples and

many schools gradually modified their objectives to

include the education of Latin American children as

an important, though often secondary purpose. The

majority of schools, however, continued to maintain

a strong United States flavor and, for the most part,

continued as United States-type private schools

abroad.12

In May, 1964, in a report to Mr. Lucius D. Battle,

Assistant Secretary for the Bureau of Educational and Cul-

tural Affairs and Mr. Dwight Porter, Assistant Secretary

for the Bureau of Administration, Department of State, and

Mr. William 0. Hall, Agency for International Development,

Assistant Administrator for Administration, a survey team

composed of Miss M. B. Keyser, educational advisor of the

American-sponsored schools branch of the Bureau of Educa-

tional and Cultural Affairs, and Dr. E. Lawrence Springer,

educational consultant, Former Headmaster, The Pingry

School, and Dr. Richard M. Tisinger, formerly Area Director

of Indian Education, Bureau of Indian Affairs, UNESCO

 

11David M. Bjork, "Theoretical Models for Inter-

cultural School Administration in the United States Concep-

tualized from a Study of Cross-Cultural Factors in Latin

America" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of

Alabama, 1965), p. 92.

12M. D. Keyser, Lawrence E. Springer, and Richard

M. Tisinger, American-Sponsored Schools in Mexico and

South American Countries, A Survey Report, Washington,

May, 1964, pp. 1-2.
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consultant on Education in Southeast Asia and AID con-

sultant in adult education in Peru, accompanied by

Mr. Eugene Brownson, AID Department Program Officer, rec-

ognized the diversity of the American-sponsored schools

overseas and the historical sense of each of these insti-

tutions.

In this report three major types of American-

sponsored schools were identified and defined as follows:

I. Balanced Schools

This type of school usually is found in the more

commercial or industrial areas and, therefore, the

more urbanized area. Generally these schools are

older and were not founded by U.S. Government employees

but now have substantial numbers of government depen-

dents enrolled. Examples of this type of school can be

found in Mexico City, Bogota, Lima and Rio de Janeiro.

II. Dependent Schools

In many towns, such as La Paz and Recife, the

school was started for and is based on U.S. Government

dependents. These dependent schools have unique prob-

lems based on their instability and on their lack of

s1ze.

III. FundamentallyANational Schools

A third type of school which has developed in

Latin America is the one in which the Board, students

and curriculum are all or nearly all national.l3

 

 

 

These schools stem from one of three situations. They

may be historical accidents. As in Oruro (Bolivia)

they may have had at one time a significant number of

U.S. students. But as the political or economic cli-

mate changed, the Americans withdrew leaving an Ameri-

can School with only nationals enrolled. They may

be the result of a desire for bi-lingualism or for the

freer educational techniques of the U.S. system. An

excellent example of this is the Colegio Americano

founded by Senor Dr. Galo Plaza in Quito.14

 

l3Ibid.

14Ibid., p. 4.
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Objectives
 

Although some schools originated for the purpose of

education United States dependents and others recognized a

need to serve a bi-national student population, nearly all

have since become international, in effect, since the stu-

dent bodies are no longer limited to United States depen-

dents and pupils from the host country. Luebke15 estimated

that in the school year 1968-69, 2,424 elementary or secon-

dary pupils or 8.8% of the student population of the Amer-

ican-sponsored overseas schools were third-country nationals

in forty-five "American-sponsored" schools in Latin America.

Since most of these schools have found it necessary

to incorporate under laws of the host country, it is com-

mon to find statements concerning their legal objectives

in their charters, constitutions or statutes. Usually

these statements recognized the need for a North American

(United States) education and provided the opportunity for

it in accordance with national law.

The following are representatives of such state-

ments of objectives:

The objective of the Company ('The American School of

Lima') is to contribute to the education of the chil-

dren of the North American Colony of Peru and the chil-

dren of parents of Peruvian and other nationalities

who may wish to enter institutions of higher learning

in the United States, making every effort to establish

 

15Luebke, Elementary and Secondary Schools, p. 10.
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the best educational methods used in the United States

naturally in accordance with requirements and regula-

tions of the Peruvian educational laws.l6

On June 6, 1954, the La Paz COOperative School was

registered with the Bolivian Ministry of Education and Cul-

ture with approved official objectives as follows: (trans-

lation)

In view of and whereas: The directorship of the

educational establishment "The Cooperative School" re-

quests official recognition of the studies experienced

in this establishment, the object of which shall be

comparable to the corresponding levels of primary and

secondary instruction given in this country;

That in the various levels of courses of 'The Co-

operative School' they will educate not only the (for-

eign) students of the North American foreign official

families but also the Bolivian students who attend

this establishment in greater proportion than the for-

eigners:

Consequently, official recognition and comparability

of studies taken in the elementary and secondary sec-

tions of 'The Cooperative School' can be granted upon

the condition that they incorporate in their plans and

programs the basic content corresponding to those of

national character such as the language, the literature

and the social studies; therefore, be it resolved:

1. That the plan proposed by the directorship of

'The Cooperative School,’ to incorporate in the teach-

ing plans of this institution at the elementary and

secondary levels, the basic courses of Spanish lan-

guage, Spanish literature, and national social studies

is approved, and

2. That the validity of the courses taken in the

elementary and secondary sections of 'The Cooperative

School' as the equivalent of those taken by graduates

of elementary and secondary schools within the official

education system of the country is officially recog-

nized.17

 

16Constitution and Statutes of the American School

of Lima, Peru, South America (April, 1946): P. 2.

17Official Approval of "The Cooperative School,"

La Paz, Bolivia, by Ciro Humpbolt Barrero, Minister of Edu-

cation and Fine Arts. (Translation, McGugan.)
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Certain countries have legal requirements concerning

education which impose strict objectives on the schools,

particularly those which enroll students from the host

country. An example of this was cited by the review team

in its report on the schools in Colombia.

The Republic of Colombia required that all schools,

public and private, follow the Bachillerato program

for Colombian nationals. This necessitates several

hours more per week in class and additional study for

Colombian students than for the North American stu-

dents. The North American students gain a great deal

of knowledge and understanding of Colombia and, broadly

speaking, Latin American culture, civilization, and

history through the required studies in the Spanish

language. The school (Nueva Granada) considers it im-

possible to include the North American children in the

required Colombian studies because a very high degree

of proficiency in Spanish is required for the study of

such subjects as philosophy.18

In contract of this practice of excluding North

Americans from the national program, the American Community

School in Buenos Aires is required to teach their official

Argentinian program at the elementary level, for all stu—

dents.

Its publication, American Community School, in
 

describing the organizational structure, contained the

following:

The school is divided into three departments, each

with its own principal: (1) the high school division,

(2) the North American elementary school section which

includes kindergarten, and (3) the Argentine elementary

school section.

 

8Keyser, Springer, and Tisinger, A Survey Report,
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The school is administered by a School Director who

supervises the three principals and a Business Manager.

Every student enrolled in the North American ele-

mentary school is required, by law, to attend the after-

noon (Spanish) section, affording a real opportunity

for many to learn a new foreign language.1

Because of the circumstances under which the Amer-

ican-sponsored schools originated, and considering the

unique conditions controlling the development of each, it

is impossible to identify current objectives common to all.

One of three prevailing curricular objectives would appear

to be being achieved by each school.

(1) To provide a North American (United States)

type education to all students, with the addition of host

country language and social studies, or

(2) to provide a bi-national program, including a

basic United States program to all students, or

(3) to provide an official host country program,

with the addition of English as a language, for all stu-

dents.

Bjork stated:

While some bi-national schools attempt to 'ameri-

canize' the Latin Americans and others, perhaps at-

tempt to 'latinize' the North Americans, there are

some rather commonly expressed objectives for education,

objectives that are, at least, expressed superficially

and verbally, if not necessarily in practice.

A summary of these expressed objectives resulted

from a conference of selected bi-national school super-

intendents held in New Orleans in 1961. This confer-

ence was hosted by the Inter-American Schools Service

 

19American Communipy School, Buenos Aires, Argen-

tina, n.d., p. 4.
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of the American Council on Education, financed by the

United States Department of State, for the purpose of

identifying goals and objectives consistant with the

bi-national concept, establishing needs and suggesting

possible solutions to the defined needs.

The objectives which were commonly accepted are

those documented by Young. .

1. To help promote friendships between people of

the United States and the Latin American peoples.

2. To help interpret one culture to the other--

North American and vice versa.

3. To develop a comprehension of and respect for

the ways of life of others.

4. To help provide leaders of intelligence and

character for the countries in which the schools are

located.

5. To foster self-development, self-realization,

and self-improvement among the students.

6. To teach English to Latin American children

and Spanish (or Portuguese) to North American chil-

dren.

7. To offer an academic program acceptable to

both the North Americans and nationals using the

schools.

8. To utilize and demonstrate United States methods

of instruction.

9. To provide leadership in developing improved

practices in education in the countries in which the

schools are located.20

Orr proposed a general objective of all American-

type schools overseas as follows:

Hopefully, the eventual objective of all American—type

schools overseas should be to serve equally the Amer-

ican and local communities offering a truly integrated

curriculum, one which takes full advantage of the op-

portunities offered by the representative cultures and

educational systems.2

 

2ijork, Models for School Administration, p. 113.
 

21Paul G. Orr, The Colombian Project (University,

Alabama: The University of Alabama Press, 1968), p. 9.
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Characteristics
 

Organization
 

The forty-four ASS in Latin America are organized

in a number of different patterns and the nature of their

organization generally reflects the legal requirements of

the host countries and the reason for their existence.

All of the schools have the equivalent of a board

of directors. These boards receive their authority from

a number of sources as reported in the section of this

chapter which treated the origin of the schools. These

include most commonly (1) a founding group which may be

self-perpetuating or based on owning shares, (2) associa-

tions of parents which may or may not include all parents,

and (3) groups elected by parents and/or patrons of the

schools.

These groups elect or appoint a governing board

which has varying authority. In most cases, the board is

fully empowered to operate the school and has full power

to make all decisions except sell the school properties.

In some cases, the board has limited power in certain areas,

e.g., some much present for approval their annual budgets

and any proposals for major capital expenditures.

Table 2.2 reports the total number of board mem-

bers in the American-sponsored schools in Latin America.

Twenty-one of the forty-four schools have either seven or
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nine board members. The number ranges from a low of five

members in three schools to a high of sixteen members in

two schools.

Twenty-seven of the forty-four schools are incor-

porated in the host country and are also tax-exempt in the

host country. Seven of the schools have tax-exempt status

in the United States. Of all schools, however, only six

report that they are tax exempt in both the United States

and the host country. As previously reported, all forty-

four of the schools are non-profit entities, and indeed

must be to retain eligibility for United States Government

grants-in-aid.

TABLE 2.2--Number of Schools by Total Number of Board

Members, 1969-70.

 

Number of
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Instructional Prpgrams
 

Several studies have been completed which analyze

the instructional programs in the American-sponsored

schools in Latin America.22

Models developed by a group of international edu-

cators are depicted in the amount of time provided for in-

struction by the language of instruction.

 

English

 

Spanish

  
 

Figure 2.1

Model I

In Model I, Figure 2.1, instruction in English and

Spanish is divided equally. There are several variations

of this model in its implementation. It may represent

one-half day in one language and the other half in the

other language and content may or may not be duplicated.

 

22Southeastern Education Laboratory, Razon de Ser

of the Bilingual School, Mexico, D.F., Mexico, C.S., Lito-

Reforma, n.d., pp. 2-4. (lithograph.); Fraser, "Survey

of Programs in Overseas Schools,"; Orr, "Schools in Latin

America,"; Seaquist, "Study to Develop Base for Binational

Schools."

 



 

Eng. Span

Span. Eng.

   

Eng.

Span.

 

Span.

Eng.

 
 

Figure 2.2

Model II

In Model II, Figure 2.2, about the same amount of

time is allocated to each language. The most common in-

structional organization pattern found in this model is

team teaching.

 

Spanish

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.3

Model III

In Model III, Figure 2.3, instruction begins

solely in Spanish and as the student develops language

ability, less instructional time is allotted to Spanish

until all instruction is conducted in English. Often this

model is pursued when the school establishes as an objec-

tive to develop a native Spanish speaker into a completely

fluent English speaker.
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Spanish

 

English

   

Figure 2.4

Model IV

Model IV, Figure 2.4 depicts a pattern in which

Spanish is the basic language of instruction with English

taught as a second language. By reversing the time allo-

cation, it depicts a program taught in English with Spanish

taught as a second language.23

Most programs of instruction are indeed a combina-

tion of these models. The program is usually most reflec-

tive of two factors: (1) the objectives of the school, and

(2) the admission policies. If the school organizes its

program to offer as nearly as possible a United States type

program, it will probably follow Model IV with Spanish

taught as a second language and other courses taught in

Spanish only as mandated by national requirements. In this

type of organizational pattern, non-English speaking chil-

dren are usually admitted only at a pre-first grade level.

 

23Southeastern Education Laboratory, Razon de Ser.
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A school that is primarily for National children

usually reverses the pattern except that in most cases they

admit non-Spanish speaking children at any level.

The number of schools incorporated in the United

States and in the host country and their tax exemption sta-

tus during 1969-70 is presented in Table 2.3.

TABLE 2.3-—Number of Schools Incorporated in the United

States and in the Host Country and Tax Exemption Status in

the United States and Host Country, 1969-70.

 

 

United States Host Country Both

Incorporated in: 2 27 1

Tax Exempt in: 7 27 6

 

The schools vary in size from as small as thirty-

one students to as many as 2,300 students. Thirty-three

of the schools have enrollments of 900 students or less.

The size of the student population is a critical factor in

a school's ability to provide a comprehensive program at

reasonable cost. Table 2.4 reports the number of American-

sponsored schools by range of student enrollment for

1969-70.

The schools vary substantially by the number of

grades included. The most common pattern is the standard

K-12 which twenty-two schools offer. One school also

includes a junior college division and fifteen schools
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TABLE 2.4--Number of American Sponsored Schools in Latin

America by Total Enrollment, 1969-70.

 

Enrollment Number of Schools
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offer less than a 12th grade education and two provide

education only through the sixth grade.

The number of schools by grades taught during

1969-70 is presented in Table 2.5.

TABLE 2.5--Number of Schools by Grades Taught 1969-70.
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Table 2.6 reports the number of schools by the per-

centage that dependents of United States Government per-

sonnel are of the total United States enrollment in the

American-sponsored schools in Latin America. Dependents

of United States Government personnel constitute 15 per

cent or less of the total United States enrollments in

twenty-three of the forty-four schools. In seven schools

dependents of United States Government personnel consti-

tutes more than 50 per cent of the total United States en-

rollment.

TABLE 2.6--Number of Schools by Percentage of Total United

States Enrollment that are Dependents of United States

Government personnel, 1969-70.

 

Percentage Number of Schools

 

0 per cent

less than 5 per cent

5 to 10 per cent

11 to 15 per cent

16 to 20 per cent

21 to 25 per cent

26 to 30 per cent

31 to 35 per cent

36 to 40 per cent

41 to 45 per cent

46 to 50 per cent

51 to 55 per cent

56 to 60 per cent

61 to 65 per cent

66 to 70 per cent

71 to 75 per cent

76 to 80 per cent
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Table 2.7 reports the number of schools by percent-

age of United States students enrolled who are dependents

of United States Government personnel, dependents of United

States business and foundation personnel and dependents of

other United States personnel.

Dependents of United States Government personnel

constitute 10 per cent or less of the total enrollment in

thirty-one of the forty-four schools.

TABLE 2.7--Number of Schools by Percentage Distribution of

Student Enrollment: United States Government Dependents,

and United States Private Sector, 1969-70.

 

United States Private Sector

United States
 

 

Percentage

Government .

Bu51ness Other

Foundations

0% 7 5 1

less than 5% 18 12 6

5 to 10% 6 12 13

11 to 15% l 2 10

16 to 20% 4 4 3

21 to 25% l 2 2

26 to 30% 2 2 4

31 to 35% 2 3 1

36 to 40% 1 0 1

41 to 45% 0 0 2

46 to 50% l 1 0

51 to 60% l 1 l

 

Table 2.8 reports the number of schools by the dis-

tribution of students enrolled who are dependents of United

States Government personnel, dependents of United States

business and foundation personnel and dependents of other

United States nationals.
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TABLE 2.8--Number of Schools by Distribution of United

States Students by Parental Occupational Group in American-

Sponsored Schools in Latin America, 1969-70.

 

 

 

United States Business--

Enrollment Government Foundations Other

0 7 5 1

1-25 15 13 9

26-50 5 12 10

51-75 3 7 9

76-100 4 0 2

101-125 3 l 7

126-150 3 0 4

151-175 1 0 0

176-200 0 0 0

201-250 2 1 1

251-275 0 l 0

276-300 0 0 0

301-350 1 1 0

451-500 0 2 0

650-700 0 l 1

Finance

The budgets of the forty-four schools reflect their

size and their income per pupil. Four of the schools have

an annual budget under $50,000 and one school budgets

$1,800,000. The range of operational budgets for 1969-70

in the forty-four schools is reported in Table 2.9.

The operational expenditure per pupil in the

schools in 1969-70 ranged from a low of under $100 in one

school to a high of over $1,000 in one school. Thus, in

the extremes, one school spent ten times more than another

per pupil during 1969-70.
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TABLE 2.9--Range of Operational Budgets in American-Spon-

sored Schools in Latin America, 1969-70.

 

Operational Budgets Number of Schools
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The operational expenditure per pupil in 1969-70

for the forty-four schools in Latin America is presented

in Table 2.10.

TABLE 2.10--Operationa1 Expenditure per Pupil, 1969-70.
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Faculty-student ratios vary from a low of 5-1 to a

high of 21—1. It is notable that the faculty-student

ratio in all schools is lower than the average in the United

States. The number of schools by faculty-student ratio for

1969-70 is presented in Table 2.11.

TABLE 2.11--Number of Schools by Faculty-Student Ratio,

1969-70.

 

 

Ratio Number of Schools

21-1 1

20-1 1

19-1 0

18-1 0

17-1 5

16-1 7

15-1 3

14-1 3

13-1 5

12-1 1

11-1 2

10-1 1

9-1 5

8-1 3

7-1 2

6-1 2

5-1 3

 

Professional Staff
 

During 1969-70, the forty-four American-sponsored

schools in Latin America employed 2,086 teachers. Table

2.12 presents the number of teachers by nationality.
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TABLE 2.12--Number of Teachers by Nationality in the forty-

four American-sponsored Schools in Latin America in 1969-70.

 

 

 

Nationality

Total

American Host Country Other

847 1095 147 2086

 

American teachers represent less than one-half of

the faculty in the schools. Table 2.13 presents the num-

ber of teachers by nationality in each of the forty-four

American-sponsored schools in Latin America in 1969-70.

Table 2.14 presents data concerning the highest

degree earned by full-time faculty in forty-six American-

sponsored schools in Latin America during 1968-69, the

most recent year in which these data are available.

Tables 2.14 and 2.15 demonstrate several pertinent

facts. About one-half of the faculty with United States

degrees have been educated in the United States. Most do

have a bachelor's degree and 20 per cent of this number

includes non-United States citizens. A critical factor is

that unclassified degrees from non-United States institu—

tions comprise over 40 per cent of the total degrees.

These may be a decided strength or a marked weakness, such

being dependent on the type of program provided by the

school and by the nature of the work leading to the degree.

More data should be generated in this area.
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TABLE 2.14--Highest Degree Earned by Full-Time Faculty in

American-Sponsored Schools in Latin America in 1968-69.

 

By Nationality

 

 

 

Degrees

U.S.* H.C.* T.C.* Total

U.S. Institutions (586) (80) (15) (681)

Doctors 6 2 - 8

Masters 141 15 7 163

Bachelor's 426 59 8 493

Assoc. Arts 11 3 - 14

Reg. Nurse 2 l - 3

Other (UNCL) 18 476 82 576

No degree 48 73 11 132

Total 652 629 108 1389

*U.S. = United States; H.C. = Host Country; T.C. =

Third Country.

TABLE 2.15--Degrees Earned by Level and Nationality as a

Percentage of the Total Number of Teachers in ASS in Latin

America in 1968-69.

 

By Nationality

 

 

 

Degrees

U.S.* H.C.* T.C.* Total

U.S. Institutions 42.4 5.75 1.07 49.24

Doctors 0.43 0.14 - 0.57

Masters 10.15 1.07 0.50 11.73

Bachelor's 30.67 4.24 0.57 35.49

Assoc. Arts 0.79 0.14 - 1.00

Reg. Nurse 0.14 0.07 - 0.21

Other (UNCL) 1.29 34.26 5.90 41.46

No degree 3.45 5.25 0.79 9.50

Total 46.94 45.28 7.77 100.00

*U.S. = United States; H.C. = Host Country; T.C. =

Third Country.



CHAPTER III

THE EMERGENCE OF UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT-

SPONSORED SCHOOLS ABROAD

The United States expanded its world leadership

role from 1944 to 1960. Concurrently, its civilian ser-

vices abroad were also expanded. As a result, education

for the dependents of civilian personnel became an increas-

ing need.

The Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act

of 1961 included the statement:

Since World War II the efforts of our Government in

educational and cultural exchanges have been relatively

modest. Legislation has been piecemeal. Administra-

tion and coordination have been diffused. Privately

supported programs such as those of universities, foun-

dations and commercial enterprises have responded with-

in the limits of their resources. We have reached the

point where the multiple efforts of Government and pri-

vate agencies have to be brought into a closer partner-

ship to advance the national interests. The programs

involved range over the broad spectrum of learning:

they deal with individuals of diverse background and

interest. Hence most of them must be handled on an in-

dividual, rather than a mass basis. Coordination and

cooperation must be balanced against flexibility if our

efforts are to be successful.1

 

lMutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of

1961 (Fulbright-Hays Act) (87th Cong., lst Sess., House of

Representatives Report #1094, [Washington, D.C.: Govern-

ment Printing Office, 1961]), p. 2.
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The "multiple efforts" referred to, included pro-

vision for educational opportunities for dependents of

United States Government employees and other carrying out

government sponsored programs. Congress in the "Act for

International Development of 1961" had taken into consider-

ation dependent education needs and provided for them as

follows:

Not to exceed $1,500,000 of the funds available for

assistance under this Act (other than Title I of Chap-

ter 2 of Part I) may be used in any fiscal year to

provide assistance, on such terms and conditions as are

deemed appropriate, to schools established, or to be

established, outside the United States whenever it is

determined that such action would be more economical

or would best serve the interests of the United States

in providing for the education of dependents of person-

nel carrying out activities authorized by this Act and

dependents of United States Government personnel, in

lieu of acquisition or construction pursuant to sub-

section (c) of this section.2

Furthermore, and at about the same time, Congress

3
revised the Foreign Service Act of 1946 to include Section

1081 which provides that:

Whenever the Secretary determines that educational fa-

cilities are not available, or that existing educational

facilities are inadequate, to meet the needs of chil-

dren of American citizens stationed outside the United

States engaged in carrying out Government activities,

he is authorized, in such manner as he deems appropri-

ate and under such regulations as he may prescribe, to

establish, operate and maintain primary schools, and

 

2Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended,

(PL87-195), sec. 636D (Washington, D.C.: Government Print-

ing Office, 1961), p. 35.

 

 

3Foreign-Service Act of 1946, as amended,

(PL 79-724) (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,

1964).
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school dormitories and related educational facilities

for primary and secondary schools, outside the United

States, or make grants of funds for such purposes or

otherwise provide for such educational facilities.

The provisions of the Foreign Service Buildings Act,

1926, as amended, and of paragraphs (h) and (i) of the

Act entitled "An Act to provide certain basic authority

for the Department of State," approved August 1, 1956

(5 U.S.C. 170h(h) and l70(h)(i), may be utilized by the

Secretary for providing assistance for educational fa-

cilities. Assistance may include, but shall not be

limited to, hiring, transporting, and payment of

teachers and other necessary personnel.

Thus, the modest beginnings of government interest

in overseas education begun in 1944 in the intervening

years to 1961 took on a significant change in purpose and

greatly increased the funding available to American-spon-

sored schools abroad.

This transition was recorded in the legislative

history of the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange

Act of 1961 as follows:

American-sponsored schools abroad: - Paragraph (3)

is derived from section 203 of the Educational Act and

from sections 104 (j) and 104 (o) of Public Law 480.

These parts of existing law provide authority for as-

sistance for American-sponsored schools abroad. Simi-

lar authority is also found in section 400 (c) of the

Mutual Security Act of 1954, as amended. The program

of aid to schools was started in 1943 under legislation

restricted to Latin America and under annual appropria-

tion acts. In 1948 it was expanded to other areas of

the world under provisions in the Educational Exchange

Act. The program was increased in size in 1956 and in

1958 with the approval of sections 104 (j) and 104 (o)

of Public Law 480 authorizing the use of foreign cur-

rencies in providing assistance to schools abroad.

Since the inception of the program in 1943, 61 American-

sponsored schools in 32 countries have received about

$25,600,000.

 

41bid., p. 54.
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The following criteria are used to establish the

eligibility for assistance to American-sponsored

schools abroad:

(a) Financial aid will be given only to already

established schools.

(b) A school must be a non-governmental, non-

profit school.

(c) There must be evidence that the school is lo-

cated physically so that it can be influential in the

community and the region.

(d) The school must have been established by U.S.

citizens, with or without the participation of nationals

of other countries.

(e) The school must operate with the approval of

the national government of the host country and must be

non-political in character.

(f) The board of directors must include U.S. citi-

zens.

(g) The director or principal of the school should

be a U.S. citizen.

(h) Depending on the size of the student body,

there should be a sufficient number of teachers from

the United States to assure adequate contact for the

students with U.S. teaching methods and ideals.

(i) The curriculum and instruction of the school

should reflect U.S. theory and practice in education

to the greatest extent possible within the framework

of local laws and regulations.

(j) The schools should offer courses of study in

the language, literature, geography, and history of the

country in which the school is located and also of the

United States.

(k) The school should supplement rather than com-

pete with the work and activities of national schools.

(1) High educational standards and practices must

be employed by the school.

(m) The student body should include a substantial

number of foreign nationals.

(n) The financial condition of the school must be

such that there is reason to believe that it will be

able to continue operations without substantial con-

tinuing U.S. Government aid.

(0) Financial aid will be given to church-connected,

company or private profit-earning schools.5

 

5Committee on Foreign Affairs Report, August 31,

1961, on Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of

1961, (Report No. 1094 to the 87th Cong., [Washington,

D.C.: Government Printing Office, l961,]), pp. 5-6-7.
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The language in the bill expands existing authority

to include assistance in the establishment of schools and

institutions that serve as demonstration centers for Amer-

ican methods and practices and that are founded or sponsored

by citizens or non-profit institutions of the United States:

The reasons for supporting the establishment of Amer-

ican schools abroad are twofold. First, the absence

of American schools in many critical areas is seriously

prejudicial to governmental and private efforts to ad-

vance our programs. The main group of people needed

for these overseas programs are at an age level when

the education of their young children is a major factor

in determining whether they will serve abroad. Unless

adequate overseas schools, suitable for their children

exist, these people will be unwilling to accept assign-

ments where their talents are needed. Hence the estab-

lishment of American schools in a few selected regions

where none exist is necessary to advance effectively

U.S. interests abroad. Second, the establishment of

American schools in such areas will introduce an Amer-

ican "educational presence" and contribute to friendly

relations between the United States and the other

country. The schools will demonstrate American educa-

tional methods, not only in general fields of learning

but in technical fields. This in itself will show a

favorable aspect of American life and will influence

the development of the educational system of the other

country. By permitting teachers of the other country

to observe and by admitting children of the other

country as students, these schools can build durable

international ties. The criteria applied to determine

support to existing schools will be applied to deter-

mine support to the establishment of schools. The

amount of such financial support in every case is con-

tingent upon appropriations made available for that pur-

pose. The committee expects that foreign currencies

will be used to the maximum extent.6

The enactment of this Act, giving new emphasis to

the need for American schools abroad for the education of

American dependent children, reinforced the position of

 

61bid.
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the Foreign Service Act of 1946 and the Act for Interna-

tional Development of 1961. Three sources of funds for

these schools were then available and three separate pro-

grams of school assistance went into effect, each concerned

with education for dependents, and all operated within the

Department of State.

The change in emphasis from assistance for "demon-

stration" purposes to "dependent education" purposes was

soon evidenced in AIDTO Circular A-298 of April 4, 19637

in which the assistance program was clarified and criteria

for judging proposals for assistance were established.

The Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs revised its

criteria for assistance to American-sponsored schools

8 and forwarded these newabroad, effective May 1, 1963,

criteria to all diplomatic and consular posts on September

10, 1963. This action was followed on November 8, 1963,

with Airgram CA-50749 concerning proposed assistance to

American-sponsored schools from FY 1964 funds available to

the Bureau of Cultural Affairs, and its proposed procedure

of consultation and coordination with AID concerning grants

to individual schools.

 

7Appendix I. AIDTO CIRCULAR A-298.

8Appendix II. MEMO TO BATTLE AND CROCKETT FROM

McCULLOGH.

9Appendix III. AIRGRAM CA-5074.
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The "coordination and c00peration" effort called

for in the introduction to the Mutual Educational and Cul-

tural Exchange Act of 1961 was now underway.

On December 30, 1963, Foreign Affairs Manual Circu-

lar No. 16110 announced the establishment of an Overseas

Schools Policy Committee, defined its objectives, its mem-

bership, its responsibilities and functions. Importantly,

it named the Assistant Secretary for Administration of the

Department of State as chairman and stated one of the re-

sponsibilities of the committee as:

Subject to applicable legislative authorizations,

prescribe general policy for overseas elementary and

secondary school activities administered by the De-

partment, and coordinate such activities, including

educational allowances as appropriate.

The inclusion of education allowances within the

coordinative function of the committee created the environ-

ment from which the United States Government-sponsored

school concept emerged.

The Overseas Differentials and Allowance Act of

196012 authorized the granting of educational allowances

to parents to defray the cost of obtaining an adequate ed-

ucation for their children.

 

10Appendix IV. FAMC NO. 161.

llIbid.

12Overseas Differentials and Allowance Act.

(PL 87-707).
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In a Department of State position paper of

March 27, 1961, the following Statement on Required Atten-

dance at Available United States Dependents' Schools at

Post in Order to Draw Education Allowances was advanced.

The Standardized Regulations (Government Civilians,

Foreign Areas) governing the education allowances do

not permit federal employee-parents to use education

allowances for local schools or other foreign area

schools of their choice without reasonable proof that

United States Government-Operated schools at the post

are unavailable. The regulations do provide, however

a certain amount of flexibility to relieve the require-

ment of attendance at these schools at the posts in

warranted instances. Basic to the concept of the edu-

cation allowance was the idea that a Foreign Service

family would have been entitled to the benefits of

the United States public school system had the family

remained in the United States. The House Report ac-

companying the legislation in 1955 specifically stated

that the post education allowance may be applied toward

the cost of elementary or secondary education in the

United States.

It was determined at the inception of the program

that no allowance would be granted to parents whose

children do not attend a U.S. Government-operated

school at the post, if one is available, unless in-

stead they attend school in the United States. The

exception to the policy of withholding the allowance

was influenced by the legislative history referred to,

but even more important from the standpoint of the

Foreign Service family it was the only way the Depart-

ment could avoid penalizing an employee who was already

in the United States and did not intend to take his

child overseas. The exception is also made at the

other end when a parent at a post abroad is willing to

pay the transportation cost of sending his child to

school in the United States. This opportunity is

available as well at posts where the education allow-

ance is not based on a Government-operated school.

Many good reasons have been advanced for using

private schools instead of military schools. It should

be kept in mind, nevertheless, that it is against Amer-

ican educational philosophy to use public funds for

private schools where publicly supported schools are

available. It is true that a parent may send a child

to a private school in the United States and draw an

education allowance which is denied him for using a

similar school at the post. A restriction, however, on
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the freedom of parents to select their own schools in

the United States would be resented and is considered

unwise and unnecessary.

Congressional views in regard to this general prob-

lem are well known, and believed unchangeable and sig-

nificant. It is believed it would be difficult to find

a persuasive argument to support to Congress the pay-

ment of private school fees at Government expense at

posts where a Government-operated school is available.

Further, if the Department relaxed its present stan-

dards in this respect it might find itself losing ex-

isting educational privileges and funds which are now

so substantial.13

The authority for the Department to act in regard

to education allowances is stated in part as follows:

Executive Order No. 10903 of January 9, 1961,

No. 10970 of October 27, 1961, No. 10853 of November

27, 1959, and No. 10982 of December 25, 1961, author-

ized and directed the Secretary of State to exercise

the following described statutory powers of the Pres-

ident:

a. The authority vested in the President by sec-

tions 111(3), 202, 203 and 221(4)(B) of the Overseas

Differential and Allowances Act (Public Law 86-707)

to prescribe regulations defining the term "employee"

and governing (l) certain waivers of recovery, (2)

the payment of allowances and differentials authorized

by Title II of the Act and certain other matters, and

(3) Eiavel expenses for dependents of certain employ-

ees.

Given the view of the Assistant Secretary for Ad-

ministration that "It was determined at the inception of

the program that no allowance would be granted to parents

whose children do not attend a U.S. Government-operated

school at the post, if one is available, unless instead

 

13U.S., State Department Position Paper, Statement

of Required Attendance at Available U.S. Dependentsr'

Schools at Post in Order to Draw Education Allowances

IWashington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, l961Y.

1491 87-707.
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they attend schools in the United States," and the provision

of legislation to provide for the education of dependents

overseas where United States Government-operated schools

did not exist, it was natural to amend the regulations to

accommodate the new circumstances.

In April, 1964, a State Department Airgram was sent

to six overseas posts, Buenos Aires, Argentina; Kabul,

Afghanistan; Manilla, Philippines; New Delhi, India; Tan-

gier, Morrocco and Vienna, Austria, announcing an amend-

ment to Section 271g of the Standardized Regulations to

read:

U.S. Government-sponsored or-operated school means an

elementary or secondary school maintained and operated

by a Government agency for dependents of employees of

the Government of an elementary or secondary school re-

ceiving financial support from a Government agency.

This airgram informed the posts that payment of ed-

ucational allowances would be made only if the dependents

attended a local Government-operated or-sponsored school

unless excepted by circumstances involving health, dis-

tance, availability and related factors as described in

section 276.2 of the Regulations.

This change, by May 24, 1964, had been incorporated

into the Regulations and was distributed to all posts.

The United States Government-sponsored school was

now official.

 

15Appendix V. AIRGRAM CA-10375.
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Foreign Affairs Manual Circular No. 237, on Septem-

ber 24, 1964, reviewed the Overseas Policy Committee and

announced the establishment of the Overseas Schools Staff

(A/OS), under the policy direction of the Committee, and

located in the office of the Assistant Secretary for Ad-

ministration.16

A Department of State Airgram, CA-3865, of October

8, 1964, was sent to all Diplomatic and Consular Posts on

the subject of policy guidelines and objectives for ele-

mentary and secondary schools assistance programs.l

"18 of
The Department of State's "News Letter,

October, 1964, announced the formation of the new office

and described its proposed role in improving the educa-

tional facilities for dependents of Foreign Service and

other civilian dependents abroad.

It was significant that this new staff was located

in the office of the Assistant Secretary for Administration,

the location as the Allowances Staff, since on September 2,

1965, the then Deputy Under-Secretary for Administration

and Chairman of the Policy Committee forwarded a memorandum

to Allowances on the subject of Designation of United States

Government-sponsored schools abroad stating:

 

16Appendix v1. FAMC NO. 237.

17Appendix VII. AIRGRAM, CA-3865.

18Appendix VIII. DEPARTMENT OF STATE NEWSLETTER,

NO. 42, OCTOBER, 1964. (reprint.)
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As you are aware, I am very much interested in pro-

moting and assuring the continued American support of

schools abroad to which the United States Government

has given grants. I understand six schools were desig-

nated as United States Government-sponsored schools

last year and that there are over thirty additional

schools to which grants of over $250,000 have been

given.

Policnytatement
 

Those schools, in foreign countries, which meet

the "adequacy" requirements, have available space,

and to which the United States Government has furnished

sizeable grants, sums of money, either dollars or for-

eigh currency, for construction and/or operating bud-

get, shall be construed as 'United States Government-

sponsored schools' within the meaning of Section 2719

of the Standardized Regulations. The educational ade-

quacy of each school will be jointly determined by the

Office of Overseas Schools, the Allowances Staff, and

the post involved.

Announcement and implementation of this policy

should be made at the earliest date.19

At about the same time, August, 1965, the Executive

Officers (AID) and Administrative Officers Conference for

the Latin America area was being held in Buenos Aires,

Argentina.

The report by the Committee on Dependents Overseas

Schools of this group was developed and submitted to the

Department.

The text of this report was as follows:

The Committee on Education endorses the objectives

and goals of the Department in connection with the ed-

ucation overseas of American dependent children. The

Department, with the assistance of AID/Washington have

made progress in the last few years in the worldwide

educational problem. Considerable money has been in-

vested in the project. However, despite an effort to

 

19Appendix IX. Memo Crockett to Lethco.
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obtain the best education for dependent children, the

program is in need of review by the Department.

The Department recognizes that the education of

American children overseas should not be hindered be-

cause they are away from their homes. Their education

should be based on American tradition, etc. President

Johnson has proposed to the Congress a huge educational

program in an effort to raise the standard of education

in the States. This program should embrace all eli-

gible dependent children overseas. The education of

dependent children overseas should be comparable at

least to that provided in the United States. Money

should be no object. The schools at post must be of

continuing high standard and have a similar curriculum

to insure that if a student is taken from school be-

cause of transfer he will be able to continue his edu-

cation either at another post or in the United States

without penalty.

The dependent overseas school project has not been

generally successful in achieving the above goals.

The need to correct deficiencies is now while the pro-

gram is young and where funds for the worthwhile pro-

ject can more easily be obtained. A consensus at the

Administrative Executive Officer Conference held

August 23-27, 1965, at Buenos Aires, revealed that

major educational problems exist at most posts in

Latin America, resulting in serious morale problems.

While some overseas schools supported by State/AID/W

funds may present excellent physical appearances, the

level of teaching generally is below stateside stan-

dards. Teachers are for the most part housewives who

may be of college level in their own education but are

often without recent teaching certificates.

To alleviate these problems the following is re-

quired:

(l) Realistic financial support and direct salary

subsidies by State/AID to any school in need in order

that a measure of stateside uniformity can be achieved.

(2) Recognition that it is not always possible to

combine in a single school the objective of educating

dependent children and national children. The emphasis

should be placed on educating the American student.

(3) The school allowance at post should be avail-

able to the parents without restriction as to the

school their children MUST attend.

(4) Sufficient and realistic offpost allowance to

any post where the present facilities fail to provide

an adequate education based on the Maryland - D.C. -

Northern Virginia schools. Latin America does not have

any high school, for instance, with adequate boarding

facilities which may be used by children from other

posts. The offpost allowance in all cases should be
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sufficiently high to allow parents to educate their

children away from post without undue financial hard-

ship.20

Point three of the recommendation was directly in

opposition to the move toward establishing United States

Government-sponsored schools. Point four was also in op-

position to the move in this direction since, once a school

has been designated as a United States Government-sponsored

school, the away-from post allowance is withdrawn for the

grades affected.

Although the position of these field officers was

known by concerned officials in the Department, the De-

partment on May 10, 1966, following the Memorandum of Sep-

tember, 1965, proposed to designate an additional twenty-

one schools as United States Government-sponsored schools,

four of which were in Latin America, and to propose a re-

vised version of the policy statement contained in the

memorandum.

The new designations were approved on May 18, 1966

by the Deputy Under-secretary for Administration as well

as the revised policy.21 An announcement of these newly

designated schools was made by Department of State Air-

gram on May 19, 1966 (CA-11392).22

 

20Report of the Committee on Dependents Overseas

Schools, Executive and Administrative Officers' Conference,

August, 1965.

 

21Appendix X. MEMO LETHCO TO CROCKETT: APPROVAL,

MAY, 1966.

22Appendix XI. AIRGRAM CA-ll392.
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The new policy was announced to all posts in the

Department of State Airgram (CA-12243) of June 15, 1966:

The airgram stated in part:

The policy stated above is to insure that, where

the United States Government has made substantial fi-

nancial grants and otherwise has played a major part

in the establishment or development of schools, further

support will be given by the channelling of education

allowances into these facilities. . .

Under this policy nearly thirty posts in all parts

of the world already have been designated as having

'U.S. Government-sponsored schools.‘ From time to

time other posts also will be designated as circum-

stances may indicate.23

Thus, the policy of the Department was set and five

American-sponsored schools in Latin America had been desig-

nated as United States Government-sponsored schools.

It will be noted that in all the procedures leading

to this position these private schools were not consulted

nor did they have any part in the evaluation of the policy

position arrived at by the Department. The authority for

designation currently is shared by the Allowances Staff,

the Office of Overseas Schools, and the Post. However, the

designation of this initial group occurred prior to the

announcement of this policy which gave the Post a voice in

the designation.

This exclusion from the decision has been a matter

of concern in Buenos Aires, Argentina, where the Post,

which is in disagreement with the designation, made this

 

23U.S., Department of State, CA-12243, Subject:

Allowances: Policy Regarding "United States Government-

_ponsored Schools" (Washington, D. C.: Government Print-

ing Office, June, 1966).
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disagreement very plain during a staff meeting with the

Regional Education Officer in the American Embassy in

Buenos Aires, Argentina in March, 1967. It has also been

brought up during Congressional visitations and the De-

partment has been queried on the possibility of de-desig-

nation.

Among the complaints of the personnel at the Post

are:

l. The school is too far away and traffic is

hazardous.

2. The Government personnel are a "captive client"

of the school and receive no consideration.

3. The government is not adequately represented

on the Board.

4. The government has no right to require its de-

pendents to send their children to a particular school.

5. The school is not adequate.

It is understandable that the major complaints to

date have been from only one of these five United States

Government-sponsored schools, since the others, by and

large, represent the best or the only English language

school available at post. Should other schools in larger

metropolitan areas offering a diversity of quality educa-

tion be so designated, undoubtedly similar complaints

would arise.

For this reason, if the policy of designating cer-

tain schools as United States Government-sponsored schools
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is to be continued in Latin America, the concept of ade-

quacy must be reviewed and better defined, the schools

must be involved in the process and be committed to the

concept, and strategies must be developed to assist the

schools in achieving a level of quality which will make

them desirable to the employees of the United States Govern-

ment stationed overseas.

Summary

In this chapter the legislative history of United

States Government and policy and administrative actions of

the United States Department of State are reviewed to dem-

onstrate the transition from a "demonstration" purpose to

a "dependent-education" purpose.

Actions of the Department of State and its various

offices are reviewed to show how the change of purpose,

reflected in legislation, became effective in producing

the concept of United States Government-sponsored schools.

The authority of the Department of State to develop

and apply new standard regulations is affirmed and the

development of certain new regulations is described.

The application of these new regulations is re-

viewed and it is suggested that a revision to these regu-

lations and their application is necessary.



CHAPTER IV

GENERAL GUIDELINES BY WHICH UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SPONSORED SCHOOLS MAY BE EXAMINED

Why is it that men of good-will honestly disagree about

the purposes of the school? Each person has, through

the totality of his experience, developed a philosophy

or statement of values. Since the experiences of

people differ so widely, differing philosophies or

statements of values may be expected. Each person de-

rives his own statement of the purposes of education

by relating it to the values he holds for the indi-

vidual child and the values he cherishes for society,

and by determining the school's responsibility for

promoting these values.1

This question and its answer are pertinent to this

study in that there is no common or mutual agreement con-

cerning purpose among the parties affected by the designa-

tion of a school as a United States Government-sponsored

school. Furthermore, there are no mutually accepted stan-

dards for such designations.

The schools which are affected are private, inde-

pendent agencies with objectives and responsibilities going

far beyond the education of dependents of United States

Government employees.

 

1Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Com-

mission on Elementary Schools, A Guide to the Evaluation

and Accreditation of Elementary Schools, Atlanta, Georgia,

S.A.C.S., 1970, p. 13.
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The employees on the other hand have varying edu-

cational objectives. Some career foreign service officers

and other United States Government employees sincerely be-

lieve that their children should be educated in the schools

of the host country, thereby sharing in the benefits of

living in a foreign culture. Others prefer to isolate

their children from involvement in the local community (and

in certain cases this is necessary as a safety measure) as

a matter of what they believe to be an acceptable education

for their children. Many short-term employees, realizing

that in a year or two their children will be back in schools

in the United States, want the schools overseas to be rep-

licas of the home-town situation, based on a premise that

this will reduce re-entry problems for the child.

Many newcomers to the foreign scene simply fail to

realize the tremendous difficulties the schools encounter

and too often hastily judge the quality of the schools

based on superficial evidence. Others, unable publically

to criticize foreign institutions, make the school the out-

let for the frustrations they encounter in their work or

those occasioned by cultural shock. From the Washington

vantage point, close to the legislative process, responsible

for various budgets and the coordinating function between

offices, Department officials reach conclusions often mis-

understood and resented in the field. This is particularly
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true if these conclusions produce regulations which--rea1

or imagined--restrict individual liberty, reduce benefits

or impose additional hardships.

The present procedure for designation of United

States Government-sponsored schools hinges upon two fac-

tors: (a) United States Government contributions to the

school for operation and/or capital, and (b) Adequacy.

The standardized regulations define an adequate school as:

An elementary school (grades 1-8 or equivalent) or

secondary school (grades 9-12 or equivalent) providing

an educational curriculum and services reasonably

comparable to those normally provided without charge in

public schools in the United States. The major cri-

terion of 'adequacy' is whether a child of normal

ability, upon completion of a grade, or its equivalent,

can enter the next higher grade in a public school in

the United States.2

Both of these factors would appear to be reasonable but

both are ill-defined and represent a policy statement from

which administrative procedures and guidelines must be dev-

eloped.

A significant grant-in-aid contributed by the gov-

ernment, within the limitations of its school assistance

programs, might be considered insignificant by a school

faced with a need for much larger contributions with which

to support its programs.

 

2Standard Regulations, 1954, sec. 271.
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A cumulative total of grants over several years is

not evidence in itself that the school has achieved a level

of development which would satisfy the "adequacy" require-

ment.

The "adequacy" definition is also open to a great

deal of interpretation. United States Government employees

are drawn from all areas of the country, from large cities

and rural areas, from wealthy school districts and from

poor school districts. Each brings with him his expecta-

tions for the education of his children. Not all have

their expectations satisfied in the United States Govern-

ment-sponsored schools.

It would seem that there is a goal shared by Amer-

ican parents, both government and private sector which is

to provide for their children the kind of education which

comes as closely as possible to that which would have been

available had the family remained in the United States.

What that education would have been specifically, very few

parents really know since most are long removed from direct

school experiences personally and most, as parents, really

do not understand the present educational climate or process

in the United States.

There is, however, a standard which appears to

have acceptance in the minds of many people, both in the

United States and overseas. "Accreditation" is a known con-

cept and is presumed by many to assure quality.
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As stated by Fox:

Regional accrediting associations are a United

States educational phenomena. Persons from most for-

eign countries find it difficult to understand a nation

without a Minister of Education or a Federal Commission

whose offices set national curriculum standards as well

as usually establishing wage scales, tuition patterns

(for private schools) and disbursing of inspectors on

a periodic basis to inspect schools.

As viewed by many foreign educators the regional

accrediting association comes the closest to being the

United States counterpart of the Ministery/Inspector

system with which they are familiar. The significant

factor involved, however, is that membership in all

regional accrediting associations is voluntary and if

a school chooses not to accept the standards set forth

by a given association it may by its own decision drop

its membership, if indeed the school is already a mem-

ber, or refrain from joining the association at the

outset.

Since the founding of regional accrediting asso-

ciations, in 1880-1900, the essential purposes of such

associations have been to develop and maintain sound edu-

cational standards. Over the ensuing years these purposes

have become generally understood by the American public

and accepted by them.

Thus, the accreditation standard would appear to be

acceptable to the American-sponsored school, both in its

United States citizen component and in its international

component. Since 1930, the Southern Association of Colleges

and Schools has assumed the responsibility for the accredi-

tation of extra-territorial schools in Latin America. With

the accreditation of the American School Foundation in

 

3Fox, "Question of Accreditation: Study of Schools

in Latin America," pp. 18-19.
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Mexico City in 1930 the Southern Association evidenced its

interest in and concern for the development of and mainte-

nance of sound educational standards overseas and particu-

larly within its own area of responsibility, Latin America,

the territory which, through informal agreements among the

various accrediting associations, became the area of in-

fluence of this association.

The culmination of these informal agreements seems

to have come about on February 13, 1961, when the various

accrediting associations met at the Henrose Hotel in

Detroit, Michigan at which time they considered a proposal

to provide for the accreditation of foreign schools. The

minutes of that meeting, attended by representatives of the

California Association, the New England Association, the

North Central Association, the Southern Association and

the Middle States Association stated:

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the problems

of the accreditation of schools serving American chil-

dren in foreign countries. Dr. John J. Brooks, Presi-

dent of the International Schools Foundation, 147 East

50th Street, New York 22, had corresponded and con-

ferred with R. D. Mathews about the possibility of the

Middle States Association taking responsibility for

the evaluation of schools in areas not now served by

any accrediting association. Similar discussions were

held with representatives of regional associations when

the Southern Association became responsible for the ac-

creditation of schools in Mexico, Central and South

America (except the Canal Zone which is served by the

Middle States Association) and the North Central Asso-

ciation for American Schools for Dependents.4

 

4Minutes of the Meeting of Representatives of the

Regional Accrediting Associations, Detroit, February 13,

1961.
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In February, 1962, the Council of Secondary School

Accrediting Commissions, which had been formed in 1961 for

the purpose of providing an organization through which

Regional Associations for Secondary Schools could unite

and communicate effectively to advance the cause of volun-

tary institution based evaluation and accreditation, met in

St. Louis, Missouri and recommended:

. . . that the following paragraph appear in an ap-

propriate place on the List of Accredited Schools of

each Association: The accreditation of schools serv-

ing American children abroad is provided for through a

cooperative agreement of the regional associations.

Schools for American Dependents Abroad and supported

by the Defense Department are accredited by the North

Central Association. American type schools in Latin

America are accredited by the Southern Association,

and schools for American children in other countries

are accredited by the Middle States Association.5

The acceptance of its responsibility by the Sou-

thern Association is recorded by the activity between the

schools and the Association during many years and is

clearly stated in the Proceedings of the Association of

1968 which state:

The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools

is organized exclusively for educational purposes and

its object is to improve education in the South through

exercise of leadership and through the promotion of co-

operative efforts between colleges, schools and related

agencies. Without limiting the generality of the fore-

going, the charter specified that the Southern Associa-

tion of Colleges and Schools shall have the following

specific powers and purposes:

(a) To identify for local, regional, national, and

international purposes those schools and colleges of

 

5Council of Secondary School Accrediting Com-

missions, Summary Report of Meeting, St. Louis, Missouri,

February, 1962, pp. 1-2.
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acceptable quality to be designated as accredited in-

stitutions.

(b) To work with agencies concerned with the im-

provement of education in other regions and other

countries.6

Much of the interest and indeed much of the work

leading up to this position must be credited to Dr. Raymond

G. Wilson, former Executive Secretary of the Commission on

Secondary Schools of the Southern Association of Colleges

and Schools, and to Dr. W. R. Goodson, formerly Chairman

of the Latin American Committee of the Secondary Commission

of the Association and currently Executive Secretary of

the Commission on Secondary Schools. Both of these men

share the credit for the continuing interest of the Southern

Association in the continued improvement of educational op-

portunities for American children in the American-sponsored

schools in Latin America. They share also in the responsi-

bility for having created a desire on the part of these

schools in Latin America for accreditation.

Although accreditation was initially concerned with

secondary schools, the Southern Association initiated ac-

tivities for school improvement at the elementary level in

1946 and in 1958 empowered its Cooperative Program in Ele-

mentary Education to offer an accrediting service to affil-

iated elementary schools in addition to school improvement

 

6Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Pro-

ceedings of Seventy-Third Annual Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia,

December, 1968, p. 2.
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services. Beginning with the 1960-61 school year, the Co-

operative Program in Elementary Education has rendered this

accrediting service.

The standards for elementary and secondary school

accreditation differ somewhat, however, both originate in

principles accepted by the Association.

These principles were stated by the Secondary Com-

mission as follows:

The Commission observes the following principles in

its accreditation of schools:

1. A school should be evaluated in terms of its

functions and purposes.

2. Both quantitative and qualitative criteria

should be used in evaluating a school.

3. Standards should be used as a means of imple-

menting the principles controlling the school's func-

tions, purposes, and improvements.

4. Standards and procedures for the accreditation

of schools should be developed cooperatively by all

concerned.

5. A school's effectiveness should be judged by

the extent to which it meets the needs of the people

served. ~

6. Standards of accrediting should be sufficiently

comprehensive to stimulate each school toward the

achievement of its purposes.

7. The accreditation of a school should be based

upon its composite program and the facilities and staff

it requires.

8. The accreditation of a school should depend not

only upon its status on a given date but also upon the

progress it makes between two dates.

9. Accreditation should become one significant

means of enabling teachers and administrators to look

upon their work as a full-time vocation, calling for

their maximal growth and development as professional

persons.

 

7Southern Association of Colleges and Schools,

Guide of Elementary Schools, Preface, i.
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10. The extent to which a school's physical facili-

ties are utilized maximally and to which it avails it-

self of all opportunities to serve the educational

needs of its community should be considered fully in

accreditation.8

That these principles and their accompanying stan-

dards are acceptable to the schools and their communities

is evidenced by the fact that thirty of the forty-four Amer-

ican-sponsored schools in Latin America have become affil-

iated or accredited and five additional schools have re-

quested preliminary visits by the Association in 1970-71.

Each of the United States Government-sponsored schools in

Latin America is affiliated or accredited.

Inasmuch as accreditation is popularly equated with

quality, and inasmuch as the Southern Association of Col-

leges and Schools, one of the six regional accrediting

associations, is responsible for accreditation of schools

in Latin America, it would appear reasonable that the

principles and standards for elementary and secondary

school accreditation of this association would be accept-

able principles and standards for evaluation and serve as

criteria for designation of schools as United States Gov-

ernment-sponsored schools. This does not imply that these

schools must be accredited or would be accredited but

rather, that they would continuously evaluate themselves

 

8Southern Association of Colleges and Schools,

Commission on Secondary Schools, Standards for Secondary

Schools, Atlanta, Georgia, S.A.C.S., n.d., pp. 2-3.
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and be evaluated by others using as criteria principles

and standards which have as their objective the continuous

improvement of schools in the United States.

Two additional criteria are basic to the designation

of United States Government-sponsored schools: (1) that

the school have the stated objective of offering a United

States type of curriculum, and (2) that the school actually

enrolls sufficient United States Government dependent chil-

dren and other United States children so that the designa-

tion is meaningful.

Rationale
 

The "adequacy" concept used by the United States

Department of State has as its purpose to relate the quality

of education a dependent can receive overseas to the quality

of education the dependent could have received in the United

States. This is obviously a complex relationship when

viewed only within the United States and its complexity is

compounded by any attempt to relate it to a school overseas.

The quality of education in the United States is

uneven not only from region to region, from state to state,

and from local education to local education agency, but

indeed varies substantially from school to school and from

teacher to teacher within the same school. A system of

education does not exist in the United States and United

States education is characterized by its diversity more

than by its similarity.
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Currently, in the United States several develop-

mental and experimental projects are underway which are

designed to measure quality education by the quality of

the product, i.e., the performance of the student. Other

attempts have been made to measure teacher effectiveness

and to cost-benefit education. All of these are worthy

and important goals; however, they are not yet developed

to the level necessary for their utilization. The best

single system to assure quality education continues to be

largely quantitative input data which include indicators

of quality. The culmination of the cumulative efforts to

improve education and to best assure its quality continues

to be reflected in standards which are developed by a num-

ber of accrediting agencies. This approach is used not

only by the profession of education but also by the pro-

fessions of medicine, business, engineering, law, and most

of all fields of professional and liberal arts areas in

the United States.

Standards which are developed for schools in the

United States which are most highly respected are those

that have been developed by the various regional accredit-

ing associations in the United States. These standards

represent a continuing process to improve the quality of

education. While these standards are developed primarily

for use by those who seek accreditation, they may also be

viewed as general guidelines for the improvement of schools.
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Therefore, the "adequacy concept" test may best be made at

this point in time by extracting general guidelines from

accreditation standards.

Schools in Latin America are eligible for accredi-

tation by the SACS as a result of an agreement by all

regional accrediting agencies in the United States. Fur-

thermore, the SACS is the only regional accrediting agency

that accredits both elementary and secondary schools;

therefore it is appropriate to extract general guidelines

from the SACS statements of principles and standards for

use in appraising American-sponsored schools in Latin

America for the purpose of ascertaining their educational

adequacy.

An added advantage is that principles and standards

are dynamic in terms of contemporary United States educa-

tion; and, therefore, are constantly reflective of United

States education in the only method in which it can be

generalized at this point in the development of the pro-

fession, i.e., the accreditation process.

Each of the five United States Government-sponsored

schools in Latin America has the expressed objective of

offering an adequate elementary and secondary education of

a United States type to its students. Three of the five

further state as an objective preparation of students to

enter colleges or universities in the United States. Each

of the schools enrolls a substantial number of United States

Government dependent children in the community as well as
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other United States citizen pupils, host country nationals

and third country nationals. Therefore, evaluation of

these schools in respect to the criteria appears to be

possible and justifiable.

Guideline No. l
 

The first general guideline to be followed in the

operation of any overseas school so that it may meet the

adequacy criteria is: that the school should make adequate
 

provision through its charter, statutes,ypolicies and rep-
 

resentatives, for the proper attainment of its states ob-
 

jectives.

Each of the five schools has legal entity within

the host country, by charter, registration of its statutes,

or resolution of the appropriate authorities. Each school

provides for a board of control responsible in general for

the over-all operation of the school on behalf of the

school association. The size of the boards varies from

seven to twelve and the terms of office of the members is

one year in four schools and indefinite in the fifth.

Board members may be re-elected or re-appointed in most

instances. The schools are handicapped by a frequent

change in their board personnel as shown in Table 4.1.

With the demonstrated change in board personnel,

it is highly important that the school have well developed

school policies. Yet, three of the accredited schools

have been advised that their policies are inadequate by
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TABLE 4.l--Board Membership by Number Optimum Years of

Service and Average Tenure of Board Membership During

1965-1969.

 

Optimum9 Actual

 

Annual Average
School . Board Board

Membership Years Members Tenure

A 9 45 20 2.5

B 7 35 22 1.59

C 9 45 38 1.18

D 9 45 38 1.18

E 12 60 21 2.85

Total 46 230 139 1.65

 

the Southern Association and a fourth suffered a community

crisis during the 1969-70 school year which clearly indi-

cated that its policies, or their application, were insuf-

ficient to the need.

Each of the schools provides for a chief administra-

tive school officer under the title of principal, director,

or superintendent; however, a lack of administrative conti-

nuity was noted in the five schools over the years 1965-69.

During this period, the tenure of the chief administrative

officers ranged from a low of three months to a high of

four years. Sixteen chief administrators served the five

schools during that period, with a tenure average of

 

9Optimum Board Years refers to the total number of

years the board membership could serve in the five years

represented.
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approximately one and one-half years. One school did not

have a chief school administrator during a continuous

thirty-month period.

It has been demonstrated, therefore, that if good

policies, continuity of board membership and administrative

leadership are significant to the adequacy concept, this

guideline could be used by both the schools and the govern-

ment to examine whether conditions exist which are condu-

cive to offering an education comparable to that available

in the United States.

Guideline No. 2
 

A second general guideline to be followed by an

overseas school is: that the school should provide a cur-
 

riculum which meets the needs of the school community it

serves and be reinforced with such other facilities and
 

services as to be an effective program.
 

Each of the schools has the stated purpose of of-

fering to its pupils an adequate elementary and secondary

program, and three specifically state their intention to

prepare students for admission to colleges and universities

in the United States.

A review of the curricular offerings of each, at

the elementary level, indicates that they do offer a basic

curriculum similar to that in the United States. The sub-

jects taught in each include mathematics, English, language,
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reading, science and social studies. Each also teaches the

language of the host country (Spanish or Portuguese).

The time allowed for each subject varies but, in

general, is comparable to the time allotted to similar sub-

jects in elementary schools in the United States.

Enrichment opportunities appear to be limited al-

though art, music, square dance, library period, recess and

physical education do appear unevenly in the schools' pro-

grams.

A review of the secondary school programs and

schedules indicates that the subjects offered are equiva-

lent to those offered in small, traditional secondary

schools in the United States. Provision is commonly made

for such subjects as English, social studies, science,

mathematics and languages. The foreign language sequence

appears to be superior, allowing for four years of study

in the language of the host country. One school, however,

with only fifty-five students in grades eight through

twelve, offers on its high school schedule three foreign

languages.

Typing and mechanical drawing are taught in a few

instances but none of the schools provide for vocational

education and none have shops or home economics facilities.

Library facilities are available and the numbers

of books appear adequate. Periodicals are noticeably in-

adequate.
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Guidance service and limited testing is provided,

however, the concentration of both is on college admission.

There is an obvious lack of audio-visual equipment

and material and nothing approximating the services and

equipment of a modern learning center or instructional

media center is available in any of the five schools.

In Table 4.2 the student population of the schools

is shown.

This second guideline would permit the evaluation

of the school in terms of meeting the needs of its student

personnel with respect to its curricular offerings and sup-

porting facilities and services.

Guideline No. 3
 

A third general guideline to be followed by an

overseas school is: that the school should enrich its cur-
 

riculum by taking advantage of its overseas location.
 

There are certainly isolated instances of these

schools using the community as a resource, often an excel-

lent one. These would include a trip by some students up

the Amazon River, others viewing an eclipse from the Alto

Plano of Bolivia, others travelling to similar schools in

different countries for atheletic events, occasional trips

to the local United States Embassy and the like. There is,

however, little evidence of planned Opportunities for use

of the immediate or extended community. It appears that

community resources could be studied and plans made to
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provide for much greater utilization of the many enrichment

opportunities available, such as museums, archeological

sites, local crafts, artists and artisans, industries and

such.

It is understood, of course, that local conditions,

safety of transportation, conditions of personal safety,

and other similar factors do place the schools under extra-

ordinary constraints at times.

Guideline No. 4
 

A fourth general guideline to be followed by an

overseas school is: that the school should provide for a
 

schoolyyear and a school day sufficiently flexible to per-
 

mit the accomplishment of its purposes.
 

Each of the schools must formulate a school calen-

dar with consideration for local law, climatic conditions,

political conditions, local holidays, both civic and re-

ligious, United States holidays, and many other factors.

Because of the many changes in conditions which can be ex-

perienced during a school year overseas, these schools must

be particularly concerned with providing for a school year

which will accommodate these changes, yet permit at least

the minimum acceptable time to adequately accomplish their

objectives.

In the school year 1969-70, each of the schools

met the 175 days of instruction requirement of the
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Southern Association. The range of days of instruction was

from 175 to 183 and the average days of instruction was 179.

The school year varied from school to school and

either the semester plan or the trimester plan was used

by each. Vacation and holiday periods were not uniform.

The amount of time allocated in the daily schedules for

teaching those subjects in the United States curriculum

areas was adequate.

Guideline No. 5
 

A fifth general guideline to be followed by an

overseas school is: that the school should provide suf-
 

ficient, well-trained professional personnel, and such
 

other_personnel as are needed for the effective operation
 

of the school program.
 

The problem of selection, employment, and retention

of competent professional personnel is one of the most per-

sistent problems facing the overseas schools. The lack of

administrative continuity was mentioned under the first

general guideline.

The five schools employed 237 people, full or part-

time, in teaching and administrative positions in school

year 1969-70. In Table No. 4.3 the national composition,

the number of people and their full-time administrative

and teaching equivalent is shown.
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TABLE 4.3--Nationa1 Origin of Full-Time Faculty Members in

United States Government-sponsored Schools in Latin Amer-

ica, by Number and Per Cent, 1969-70.

 

 

National Ori in Number of Full-Time

g People Equivalent

United States Citizens 113 101.75

Host Country Nationals 112 83.27

Third Country Nationals 12 10.80

Total 237 195.82

 

Even though a full-time faculty-student ratio of

fifteen to one can be demonstrated, it is indicated in

Table No. 4.4 that a significant number of both full—time

and part-time faculty members do not hold any degree.

TABLE 4.4--Degree Status of Faculty Members in United States

Government-sponsored Schools in Latin America, 1969-70.

 

Highest Degree Full-Time Part-Time

 

United States Degrees

Doctor 5 2

Master 22 7

Bachelor 71 17

Other Degrees 13 5

No Degrees 42 53

Total 153 84

 

An additional lack of training is shown in Table

No. 4.5 which indicated that almost half of the full-time

faculty and over two-thirds of the part-time faculty do

not hold certificates from any state in the United States.
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TABLE 4.5--Certification Status of Faculty Members in

United States Government-sponsored Schools in Latin Amer-

ica, 1969-70.

 

Full-time Part-time Total

 

United States Certificate 79 25 104

Other Certificate 33 46 79

No Certificate 41 13 54

 

The review of the professional staff further indi-

cates a serious shortage of qualified librarians, guidance

counselors, curriculum specialists, and other necessary

personnel, if education comparable to that available in the

United States is to be provided.

Guideline No. 6
 

A sixth general guideline to be followed by an

overseas school is: that the school should provide for
 

such conditions of employment as will make possible the

employment and retention of the professional personnel

necessary to its program.
 

This implies the responsibility for providing a

good teaching environment, adequate compensation, community

status as a professional and opportunities for professional

advancement.

With the low pupil-teacher ratio found in these

schools it would appear that no teacher should have an ex-

cessive teaching load, and those schools which are accred-

ited have complied with the requirements of the Southern

Association in this respect.
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In general, teaching salaries are relatively low

and in some instances are very low. Of the 131 full-time

classroom teachers in these five schools in school year

1969-70, 106 received salaries below the United States es-

timated average classroom teacher salary ($7,908)10 for

school year 1968-69, and 25 received a salary near or ex-

ceeding this average.

In Table 4.6 the salary ranges of full-time teach-

ers, and the number of teachers in each range is shown.

TABLE 4.6--Sa1ary Range of Full-Time Teachers in United

States Government-sponsored Schools in Latin America,

1969-70.

 

 

Salary in United States Number of

Dollar Equivalents Teachers

0 - 3,000 24

3,001 - 5,000 65

5,001 - 8,000 28

8,001 - over 10,000 14

 

The range of salary was from under $2,000 to over

$10,000. One full-time teacher received a salary less

than $2,000 and six received $10,000 or over.

These salaries, or a portion of the salary, is

commonly paid in the currency of the host country. Changes

 

10Digest of Educational Statistics (Washington:

U.S., Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1969),

p. 39.
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in currency value related to the dollar, rapid inflation,

restrictions on currency exchange, and other factors, makes

true comparisons of income difficult.

Community status for a teacher in these overseas

schools varies greatly. Host country national teachers

and third country national teachers are frequently paid

more than they would receive if they taught elsewhere.

Dependent wives are frequently paid less than teachers con-

tracted from the United States. Contract teachers fre-

quently are paid more, but are actually able to purchase

less, because much of their salary must go to direct liv-

ing costs such as food and housing.

Community status of teachers is uneven. The na-

tional and third country national teacher normally has

community status based on factors other than teaching.

This is true of dependent wives as well, since they derive

their community status largely through their husband's

employment status rather than their own. The contract

teacher usually finds it difficult to fit into the national

community because of barriers of language, closed society

factors and such, and finds it equally difficult to fit into

the United States community because of economic barriers.

The salaries and other benefits provided by each

school are different and as yet no school has developed a

plan for teacher remuneration which takes into account the

level and recency of training or adequately treats the

problem of equal pay for equal work.
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Guideline No. 7
 

A seventh general guideline to be followed by an

overseas school is: that the school shouldgprovide a phys—
 

ical plant suitable for its program andyprovide for the op-
 

eration of its plant in conformance with standards which

will assure safe and hygenic conditions for both students
 

and teachers.
 

Each school has faced or is facing the problem of

the adequacy and suitability of its physical plant. In the

overseas community it is very difficult to estimate with

accuracy the demands which may be made of the American

school. Government and business dependent education needs

change with the changes in international politics and inter-

national commerce. Those private schools cannot be expanded

or altered to suit current needs as easily as schools can

be changed in the United States.

Two of the schools are still operating in converted

residences and two have less than acceptable playground

area. Three have excellent standard classroom buildings

and sufficient grounds for playgrounds and future expansion.

All provide libraries, laboratories, clinics, administrative

office space, and other necessary facilities for their pre-

sent programs. The limited equipment and other modern ma-

terials of instruction was commented on earlier.

Lighting and sanitation are constant problems. The

maintenance and custodial staff must be hired from the host
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community. Frequently the standards acceptable in an Amer-

ican school are not known or understood and no adequate

training programs have been developed to compensate for

this lack of knowledge.

Each of the schools must develop a program which

will assure plant care and maintenance such that the build-

ings and grounds shall be clean and orderly at all times.

Guideline No. 8
 

An eighth general guideline to be followed by an

overseas school is: that the school should provide finan—
 

cial support sufficient in amount to accomplish its educa-
 

tional objectives.
 

The principal source of operating revenue for these

private schools is the tuition payments of the students.

One of the conditions for receiving United States Govern-

ment grants is that there is evidence that the school will

ultimately be able to cover ordinary recurring operating

expenses from tuition or other school income other than

United States Government grants.

The ability to produce sufficient operating income

varies, with the country, the city, the size of the student

population, the student mix, being a few of the many fac-

tors determining the schools' income potential. None of

these factors can be controlled adequately. The entrance

of a few new students or the loss of a few students can

seriously affect the budget balance. A major, sudden
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reduction in student enrollment can, and has, created fis-

cal chaos. Host country governments have imposed tuition

ceilings, enforced tax and social security regulations,

controlled currency exchange, exercised the right to claim

numbers of scholarships, and otherwise have influenced the

schools' ability to adequately provide for their needs.

Another impediment to good financial planning has

been the tuition paying ability of the parent community.

Some parents, including government personnel, receive edu-

cation allowances. Many others do not. The permanent

school users, knowing that government personnel come and

go, resist raising tuitions and thus educational quality,

fearing that they will be left with unbearable financial

responsibilities should the number of government dependents

drop suddenly.

The schools do not adequately budget for such items

as depreciation, capital expansion and contingencies, nor

are they adequately providing for current operating expen-

ditures.

As is indicated in Table 4.7 the operating cost

per capita, as budgeted, exceeded the average tuition

being charged in grades one through twelve, in school year

1969-70. The tuition charged ranged from a low of $536.85

to a high of 1,011.73.
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TABLE 4.7--Budgeted Expenditure Compared to Average Tuition

in 1969-70.

 

 

School Per Capita Cost Average Tuition

A 925.53 871.00

B 1011.73 950.00

C 536.85 505.00

D 675.33 675.00

E 594.55 500.00

 

Guideline No. 9
 

A ninth general guideline to be followed by an

overseas school is: that the school should take advantage
 

of its overseas location and provide for experimentation
 

designed to improve the overall program of the school.
 

The schools are attempting to improve. Individuals

have experimented and have used the community as a school

resource. There is no evidence however, that provision has

been made by these schools for experimentation designed to

improve the overall quality of the school.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS

This study was designed to treat the basic problem

of establishing guidelines against which the "adequacy"

concept in the designation or continuation of United States

Government-Sponsored Schools (USGSS) could be examined. In

order to treat the problem, the study was organized around

seven basic questions which encompass the major conclusions,

recommendations and implications of the study. In this

concluding chapter, each question will be examined and

treated in View of the most significant findings of the

study.

Basic Questions
 

1. What are the general characteristics--of the

forty-four American-sponsored schools in Latin America--

that will provide an overview of this type of school?

United States Government-sponsored school (USGSS)

is a term used by the United States government when it

designates a school outside the United States as one which

its employee's dependent children must attend to be eli-

gible for an allowance to pay for or subsidize the cost of

education when that employee is assigned to a post where

101
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the school operates. This study focuses on Latin America

and five schools in Latin America are currently designated

as United States Government-sponsored Schools. These five

schools were selected from among forty-four schools that

are commonly referred to as American-sponsored Schools.

The first basic question of this study deals with selected

general characteristics of these forty-four schools for

the purpose of providing an overview of them.

Origin

Most American-sponsored schools in Latin America

were founded to meet an educational need of American chil-

dren in Latin America which was not being met otherwise.

This included children of United States Government employees

as well as children of private United States citizens abroad

for business or other reasons. Some of the schools origi-

nated as company schools or as very small schools serving

a specific group of children. In addition to these schools,

a few others were founded by National citizens who valued

a United States-type education and wanted an American-type

school for their children. As United States Government and

business and industry expanded in Latin America the number

of United States employees and children living in Latin

America increased; primarily during the decades of the

forties and fifties. This expansion resulted in an in-

creased opportunity for cooperative action by people inter-

ested in a United States-type of education. Small private
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schools, company schools and sometimes groups of parents

representing small business, or a few parents in a small

United States Post, banded together to form a school for

their children. Thus, the American-sponsored school

evolved as one characterized by a status which was:

(1) non-profit, (2) non-sectarian, and (3) providing a

United States-type education on a cost basis.

A new factor emerged in Latin America at this time

and influenced the schools. Substantial numbers of Na-

tional citizens wished to enroll their children, as well as

third country nationals. This provided many opportunities

for transcultural education and, for some of the smaller

schools, means of expanding the programs which would not

have been financially feasible otherwise. This additional

purpose of the schools, i.e., an intercultural education

function, was recognized by the United States Government's

Bureau of Cultural Affairs as worthy of United States

Government support to demonstrate United States-type edu-

cation and, thereby, hopefully, to improve mutual respect

and understanding among the peoples of the Americas. A

nominal grant-in-aid was made available to certain schools

for this purpose. The schools, thereby, began to change

from schools only for United States children and began to

accept national and third country children in varying num-

bers. This factor is reflected in the programs they pro-

vide. The forty-four schools in Latin America are still
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evolving and developing; some have become, for all practical

purposes, National schools; some are simply transplanted

United States-type schools; and a few have met the complex

objective of providing a quality education for United

States, national, and third country children.

Objectives
 

Objectives of the American-sponsored schools are

ill-defined and not representative of how the schools

actually function. Young (1959) found that the schools

generally subscribed to nine objectives which included

the areas of: promoting friendship, cross-cultural inter-

pretation, mutual respect, leadership development, self-

development, language instruction, programs multinationally

acceptable, demonstration of United States methods, and

improvement of the country in which the school was located.

Orr (1964) found, however, that these stated objectives

had very little correlation to the schools' finance, pro-

grams, and teacher characteristics. Orr's (1968) general

proposed objective for American-sponsored schools is prob-

ably widely accepted but rarely attained, i.e.

Hopefully the eventual objective of all American-type

schools overseas should be to serve equally the Ameri-

can and local communities offering a truly integrated

curriculum, one which takes full advantage of the op-

portunities offered by the representative cultures

and educational systems.1

 

lOrr, Colombian Project, p. 9.
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Characteristics
 

To provide a selected overview of the forty-four

American-sponsored schools in Latin America, four major

aspects are generally reviewed: (1) organization, (2) fi-

nance, (3) programs, and (4) professional staff.

Organization
 

The forty-four schools are characterized far more

by their diversity than by their similarity. The one com-

mon similarity is that each has a board of directors or

the equivalent. The board, however, may be appointed by

a founder's group, a group of share-holders, elected by

all parents with children in the school, or in some cases

may perpetuate itself, i.e., name its new members. The

boards vary in their power from absolute to limited func-

tions, with major decisions being referred to the founders,

et al., for approval. The boards vary in size from five to

sixteen members and membership may or may not include repre-

sentation from its constituent groups, i.e., United States

Government representatives; business and industry repre-

sentatives; national, United States and third country citi-

zens; and parents with children in the school.

All of the schools exist legally in the country

where they are located and about two-thirds are incorpor-

ated, which means they have tax exempt status.
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The schools vary in size; four have an enrollment

under 100, and eleven have enrollments over 1,000. The

most common size is between 1 and 100.

Twenty-two of the schools have the common K-12

organization and fifteen provide less than a full secondary

school program.

United States Government dependents attend all but

seven of the schools and in nineteen, the United States

Government dependents constitute less than 10 per cent of

the United States enrollment. In twelve schools, United

States Government dependent children comprise 36 per cent

of the United States enrollment. In seven of the schools,

however, over one-half of the United States enrollment is

comprised of these dependents. In one school they comprise

80 per cent of the United States enrollment.

Finance

The forty-four schools have annual operational

budgets that range from under $50,000 to over $1,800,000.

Per pupil expenditures ranges from under $100 per year to

over $1,000 per year. All schools have a faculty/student

ratio of 21-1 or less. The unevenness of finance is the

best single indicator of the unevenness of quality, even

though not conclusive in and of itself. Schools with low

enrollments and low per pupil expenditures cannot provide

comprehensive programs or student and faculty services

through specialized personnel.
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Program

Programs vary significantly and reflect the schools'

purposes. Four models are presented in Chapter II which

demonstrate that programs are generally: (1) United States

programs with a second language emphasis, (2) a dual program

that is substantially National with high emphasis on English

as a second language, and (4) a blended or integrated pro-

gram. It is further pointed out that most programs at the

operational level are a combination or a variation of the

models presented.

Professional Staff—Faculty
 

Slightly less than one-half of the faculty in the

schools are United States citizens and slightly less than

one-half of the faculty are holders of degrees from United

States institutions. All faculty except 10 per cent have

degrees or diplomas of one type or another including 40 per

cent who have degrees or diplomas from non-United States

institutions.

One hundred and seventy-one faculty have degrees

above the bachelor's level. A significant number of the

faculty, however, are undertrained and/or inappropriately

trained for the positions they occupy.

The second basic question of the study was:

2. What responsibilities by a school are implied

by its designation as a United States Government-sponsored

school; and what obligation, if any, does it have after

being so designated?
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As indicated in Chapter III, a school may be desig-

nated as a United States Government-sponsored School after

consideration by the Allowances Division of the United

States Department of State/Washington, the Post where the

school is located, and the Office of Overseas Schools of

the Department of State. The designation or its consider-

ation, however, are not cooperatively deliberated in a

manner in which the school participates. A government

implied responsibility, however, is that the school does

and will continue to provide an educational program appro-

priate for dependents of United States Government employees.

Technically, the school has no responsibility or obligation

as a result of such a designation until such time as it

may accept it. Operationally, however, it has an implied

commitment.

The involvement of a school in the planning pro-

cess and in deliberations about its status should occur

prior to its designation as a United States Government-

sponsored School.

The third basic question of the study was:

3. How, and by what authority and action did

USGSS emerge in South America?

Several legislative actions set the stage for the

designations of certain schools overseas as United States

Government-sponsored Schools. The Mutual Educational and

Cultural Act of 1961 recognized the need for government

cooperation with private agencies for education; the Act
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for International Development of 1961 authorized funds to

establish and support schools overseas; and the revised

Foreign Service Act of 1946 authorized the United States

Secretary of State to establish, operate and/or support

schools for the dependent children of American citizens

stationed outside of the United States. These acts, as

amended, and others, clearly establish the authority for

United States Government participation-~directly and in-

directly--in American-sponsored schools.

A noticeable result of these acts on the support

available to schools, was their influence in changing a

prior focus of "demonstration purpose" to one of support

for "dependent education." This was demonstrated by var-

ious policy and administrative decisions which required

recognition by a school that dependent children, who met

the schools' normal admission standards, had the right to

attend the schools as a condition of their receiving cer-

tain categories of United States Government grants.

The establishment of an Overseas Schools Policy

Committee in 1963 and the fact that the Deputy Undersecre-

tary of State for Administration was its chairman, as well

as being responsible for the Allowances Division of the De-

partment, created a situation from which the United States

Government-sponsored school emerged. This occurred because

the United States Government expended public funds to
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either operate or support a school at a Post and also paid

education allowances to employees at that Post who chose

to send their children to schools other than those operated

or supported.

The basic premise supporting this policy of creating

United States Government-sponsored Schools was that some

overseas schools (not in Latin America) were operated by

the United States and "it is against American educational

philosophy to use public funds for private education where

publicly supported schools are available." This premise

devolved to include schools that received substantial sup-

port even though the term "substantial support" is not

clearly defined. This interpretation was first applied in

April, 1964, when six overseas posts were notified that

the Standard Regulations had been amended and that the

schools at those posts were designated as United States

Government-sponsored Schools. One of these schools was in

Latin America.

Policy statements, position papers, and additional

designations of schools as United States Government-spon-

sored Schools has followed. The two key factors involved

are the criteria used in making such designation by the

United States State Department, i.e., "educational ade-

quacy" and "substantial support." These terms are ill-

defined and both need further definition. This study

treats the first of these concepts, i.e., educational

adequacy.
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The fourth basic question of this study was:

4. What are reasonable and generally acceptable

guidelines which may be utilized to examine the "adequacy"

concept (which is one of two factors in designating a

school as a USGSS) in relating education in the United

States to education overseas?; and, what is the rationale

for the guidelines which are selected?

The guidelines developed in this study emanated

from two basic sources: (1) the principles and standards

of the Southern Association of Schools and Colleges (SASC),

and (2) experiential input concerning the purposes and per-

formance of United States Government-sponsored Schools.

Southern Association of Schools and Colleges

Standards which are developed for schools in the

United States that are most highly respected are those that

have been developed by the various regional accrediting

associations in the United States. These standards repre-

sent a continuing process to improve the quality of educa-

tion. While these standards are developed primarily for

use by those who seek accreditation, they may also be

viewed as general guidelines for the improvement of schools.

Therefore, the "adequacy" concept test may best be made at

this point in time by extracting general guidelines from

accreditation standards. The SACS principles and standards

are acceptable to the American-sponsored schools in Latin
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America. Most are currently accredited and others seek

accreditation as a means for the schools to meet minimum

standards of acceptable education.

Furthermore, SACS is the only regional accrediting

agency that accredits both elementary and secondary schools;

therefore it is appropriate to extract general guidelines

from the SACS statements of principles and standards for

use in appraising American-sponsored schools in Latin Amer-

ica for the purpose of ascertaining their educational

adequacy.

An added advantage is that principles and standards

are dynamic in terms of contemporary United States educa-

tion; and, therefore, are constantly reflective of United

States education in the only method in which it can be

generalized at this point in the development of the pro-

fession, i.e., the accreditation process.

Experiential Input
 

The term, "American-sponsored School" is defined

differently by many schools and agencies. In some cases,

as demonstrated in Chapter II, such a school may be no

more than a National school that teaches English as a

second language. For the purposes of this study, a guide-

line is required that will test the purpose of a school

against the criterion of offering a curriculum appropriate

for United States children and youth.
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The "adequacy" concept used by the United States

Department of State has as its purpose to relate the quality

of education a dependent can receive overseas to the quality

of education the dependent could have received in the United

States. This is obviously a complex relationship when

viewed only within the United States and its complexity is

compounded by any attempt to relate it to a school overseas.

The quality of education in the United States is

uneven not only from region to region, from state to state,

and from local education to local education agency, but in-

deed varies substantially from school to school and from

teacher to teacher within the same school; nevertheless,

the best single system to assure quality education con-

tinues to be largely quantitative input data which include

indicators of quality. The culmination at any point in

time of the developmental efforts to improve education and

to best assure its quality continues to be reflected in

standards which are developed by a number of accrediting

agencies.

The general guidelines which follow, therefore, are

reasonable and generally acceptable, and a rationale has

been established for their use as a means to examine the

"adequacy" concept which is one factor used by the United

States Department of State in designating a school as a

United States Government-sponsored School.
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General Guidelines
 

(1) That the school should make adequate provision

through its charter, statutes, policies and representatives,

for the proper attainment of its stated objectives,

(2) that the school should provide a curriculum

which meets the needs of the school community it serves and

be reinforced with such other facilities and services as

to be an effective program,

(3) that the school should enrich its curriculum

by taking advantage of its overseas location,

(4) that the school should provide for a school

year and a school day sufficiently flexible to permit the

accomplishment of its purposes,

(5) that the school should provide sufficient,

well-trained professional personnel, and such other per-

sonnel as are needed for the effective Operation of the

school program,

(6) that the school should provide for such con-

ditions of employment as will make possible the employment

and retention of the professional personnel necessary to

its program,

(7) that the school should provide a physical

plant suitable for its program and provide for the opera-

tion of its plant in conformance with standards which will

assure safe hygenic conditions for both students and

teachers,
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(8) that the school should provide financial support

sufficient in amount to accomplish its educational objec-

tives,

(9) that the school should take advantage of its

overseas location and provide for experimentation designed

to improve the overall quality of the school.

The fifth basic question of this study was:

5. What is the general status of the five schools

in South America, currently designated as USGSS, in rela-

tion to the guidelines which have been been identified?

This basic question relates the general status of

the five USGSS in Latin America to the general guidelines

which were proposed. The purpose of viewing the general

status of the five schools in relation to the general

guidelines was to demonstrate a procedure rather than to

effect an evaluation of the schools; therefore the treat-

ment of the data was consistent with this purpose. An

important factor is that the composite and cumulative

effect of guidelines are far more important than the sum

of the parts. Any single item or cluster of items may, in

and of themselves, be relatively insignificant.

Guideline No. l adequately viewed the continuity of

leadership personnel in the schools, both at the board and

superintendency levels and its absence was demonstrated as

a significant problem. The average tenure of board members

during the five-year period 1965-1969 was 1.65 years;
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during this same period, the tenure of the chief adminis-

trative officer ranged from a high of four years to a low

of three months. If policies and school programs are to

be developed, continuity of leadership is vital.

Guideline No. 2 dealt with curriculum adequacy and

its reinforcement and the schools reflected an adequate

number of courses but not adequate diversity. Furthermore,

the general guideline encompassed a finding that audio-

visual support was lacking.

General guideline No. 3 demonstrated that currently

available data cannot input the information needed to make

an adequate determination of a school's utilization of its

environment to enrich its curriculum.

Guideline No. 4 demonstrated that the data did

support adequacy in this area. All schools met the gen-

erally acceptable requirement for a school year and a

school day. The flexibility of the time available was

also treated.

Guideline No. 5 demonstrated that the training of

teaching personnel varied widely, and that indeed an in-

ordinate number were under-trained or inappropriately pre-

pared. Furthermore, auxiliary personnel were not generally

available. This is probably the most critical guideline

which is presented and conformity with it is vital to edu-

cational adequacy.
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Guideline No. 6 encompassed the financial support

available to attract and retain professional personnel.

Support varied widely and support for fringe benefits was

inadequate or non-existent.

Guideline No. 7 again demonstrated the unevenness

of the school in providing educationally adequate facili-

ties. These varied widely and indeed, some were inappro-

priate for a school plant.

Guideline No. 8 certainly demonstrated the dis-

crepancies in the level of support available to schools.

The general guideline proposed could be expanded to a min-

imum level of support equal to at least that of the United

States average.

Guideline No. 9 is critical to schools that are

seeking to develop programs responsive to and appropriate

for an extraordinarily diverse student population; however

none of the schools reflected any significant planning or

activity in this area.

This cursory review of the five USGSS demonstrates

that they could be viewed through the general guidelines

presented; furthermore the examination of them indicates

that they are not substantially different from several

other of the forty-four American-sponsored schools in

Latin America; indeed they have as many differences among

the group of five as they have similarities or commonali-

ties.
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The sixth basic question of this study was:

6. What conclusions and recommendations can be

developed, based on this study, for future application of

the test for "adequacy" on designating a school as a USGSS?;

and, for the continuation of schools currently designated

as USGSS?

Any test for "adequacy" based on comparing the edu-

cational opportunities available in one school to those of

another is inherently elusive.

This study sets forth two logically derived pre-

mises: (l) the best single system to assure quality edu-

cation continues to be largely quantitative input data

which include indicators of quality, and (2) a school im-

proves and performs in terms of others' expectations--im-

plicitly or explicitly--for it only when it internalizes

those expectations.

From this study, these major conclusions are pre-

sented:

l. American-sponsored schools in Latin America are

most accurately characterized by their diversity. There is

no single characteristic (including accreditation) which

can be utilized to develop generalizations about the edu-

cational "adequacy" of the schools when this term is used

in relation to educational "adequacy" in the United States.

2. The concept of educational "adequacy" used by

the United States Department of State in designating a
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school as a United States Government-sponsored School

(USGSS) is not currently well enough defined to be meaning-

ful.

3. The United States Department of State by desig-

nating certain schools as USGSS implied that such schools

had certain characteristics and practices that made them

appropriate for United States Government dependent chil-

dren; however there is no evidence that the schools so

designated concur that their objectives are compatible

with those of the United States Government, or indeed that

they accept the implied designation.

4. The emergence of USGSS resulted more from ad-

ministrative action related to Government expenditures

which may have been duplicative, than from any planned

strategy to improve the educational opportunities available

to United States Government dependent children.

5. General guidelines developed in this study are

reasonable and generally acceptable, and may be utilized

to examine the "adequacy" concept.

6. Schools presently designated as USGSS vary

widely in meeting logically derived general guidelines

which were developed in this study to view the educational

"adequacy" of such schools.

This study resulted in producing a number of rec-

ommendations:

l. The United States Department of State should

review its policy relating to Government-sponsored schools
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and examine the procedures being used to meet its obligation

to provide at overseas posts an education for its employees'

dependent children equated to that they would receive in the

United States. If this indeed is the intent, not only

should policies be developed that reflect the intent, but

also a strategy should be developed to attain the intent.

2. If the United States Department of State de—

cides to use the concept of educational "adequacy" as a

measure of determining schools that are to be designated

as USGSS, it should create a plan to develop a means of

generating appropriate and acceptable guidelines.

3. The development of such official guidelines

should begin with field testing the general guidelines

presented in this study.

4. The official guidelines should be developed

cooperatively with representation from the schools which

are or may be affected.

5. The unique opportunities American-sponsored

schools have for improving and fostering mutual respect and

understanding among peoples should not be compromised; how-

ever, neither should United States Government employees'

children be deprived of an appropriate and responsive edu-

cation; hopefully both goals can be attained with adequate

planning and reasonable support patterns.

As a result of this study of United States Govern-

ment-sponsored schools, several major implications evolved:
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These are:

1. Extensive information exists relating to Amer-

ican-sponsored schools overseas but it is not retrievable

from any central location in a useful format. A concerted

effort should be made to collect and computerize the infor-

mation available, and to keep it current, so that the

schools, the Government, and the profession could have

ready access to a data base for planning and evaluation

purposes.

2. The United States Government needs to define

its objectives in regard to education for Americans over-

seas. Inadequate education overseas may have far-reaching

effects on the quality of foreign service personnel and

other personnel who must be recruited and posted in foreign

countries.

3. Inadequate education for American children

overseas could compound the re-entry problem when they

return to the United States and increase the problems of

both stateside schools and society in general.

4. The regional accrediting associations, partic-

ularly the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools,

have been instrumental in improving the quality of American-

sponsored schools overseas. Their major contributions can

only be inspiration, guidance, and encouragement toward

self-improvement since membership is voluntary.
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They should improve their strategies and seek such

outside support as is necessary to continue to improve this

important function.

5. Regional associations of overseas schools have

the potential of becoming important self-help organizations.

Frequently, educational innovations and improved practices

cannot be imported directly by an overseas school. Exper—

tise available in one overseas school is often not avail-

able in another in the same geographic area. The regional

association could perform the service of promoting educa-

tional change and development within an area, and serve as

the resource center for both materials and personnel for

all schools within that area.

6. The educational community in the United States,

including universities, colleges, professional associations,

and numerous individuals, has shown an interest in and con-

cern for these schools far out of proportion to their num-

ber and size.

A way must be found to focus the efforts of all of

these interested parties so that the overseas schools may

derive the benefits of such attention; but more importantly,

so that American educational institutions can increase their

own ability to educate the youth of our nation to live more

successfully in an international world.
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Studied Observations
 

As a result of this study a number of observations

concerning these USGSS can be presented.

1. None of the schools has a well articulated

plan for self-study or self-development and each needs

these plans desperately considering the constant change in

student, teacher, administrative and board personnel.

The schools have benefitted only to a limited de-

gree from their contacts with educational entities in the

United States, and the potential for much more significant

contact should be explored.

The Office of Overseas Schools of the United States

State Department must continue to utilize many resources,

in addition to grant funds, for the continued improvement

of the American-sponsored schools. Planners and consultants

must be provided either through university contracts or

school-to-school relationships, or otherwise, to assist

the schools in developing long-range plans for program

development, in-service training, financial management,

policy development and physical improvement.

An annual contribution to simple budgetary support

does not assure that the schools are making or can make

significant progress toward quality education when they

have no sound base from which to proceed.

2. The schools have accepted and utilized United

States Government grant assistance on an annual basis.
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Certain schools have come to depend on Government subsidies

to maintain normal operations.

This is an extremely dangerous practice since the

availability of funds for these grants is determined by

the Congress on a fiscal year basis, and conditions of

the moment frequently affect the grants made to individual

schools.

3. It is assumed by many people that these schools

have easy and natural access to the local community. In-

deed, they are frequently criticized for not being more

involved in community education and cultural relations ac-

tivities.

In truth, their access to the community is neither

easy nor natural since they are seen by many as being priv-

ileged, superior, inferior, foreign, exclusive, and in num-

erous other ways, depending upon whether the viewer is rich

or poor, official or non-official, an educator or non-edu-

cator, a United States citizen or a third country or host

country national.

Furthermore, it is questionable from a survival

point of view, how intimately or deeply they should become

involved with the local community. For example:

These schools could relate closely to host country

educational institutions and host country educators. Na-

tional educational institutions in Latin America are tra-

ditionally involved in national politics. A close
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relationship of this type, in time of local political

stress, could result in adverse effects on the American-

sponsored school.

It is a tribute to the acceptability of the schools

in the host community that they have seldom been involved

during those times when other institutions representative

of the United States were under attack, and that they are

able to cooperate with host country educators and institu—

tions to the degree that they have.

4. The basic structure of the curriculum and the

programs of instruction are sound, however, the quality of

teaching is uneven and frequently inadequate. The same

condition prevails as regards administration.

A number of potential solutions to this problem

should be explored including the following:

a. The development or broadening of agreements,

conventions, or acts which would permit freer exchange of

educators and the retention of professional status.

b. The provision or retention of teacher benefits

for those United States Citizen-teachers who choose to

teach in American-sponsored schools overseas. This would

require provision for adequate salary schedules, leave

benefits, retirement benefits, forgiveness of loan condi-

tions similar to those provided in the United States and

in Government-operated schools overseas, and other benefits.

c. The development of a cadre of capable adminis-

trators, perhaps by the American Association of School
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Administrators or the Office of Overseas Schools, who

would be immediately available for a limited overseas as-

signment. Such a group could be developed from retirees,

college staffs, graduate student lists and in other ways

and, from such a group, an administrator could be chosen

or be assigned to serve while the school pursued a normal

recruiting and selection process. No school would be left

for an indefinite period without a competent administrator.

d. The development of a better solution to the

recruitment of overseas teachers which would take into con-

sideration the great variety of needs of the schools and

the special working and living conditions which prevail at

an overseas post. In addition to recruiting of teachers,

there should be adequate provision for briefings and orien-

tations both to screen out those who may not be fitted for

overseas assignment and to inform those who are accepting

overseas assignments.

e. The provision of regional specialists in fields

such as guidance, psychology, adult education, English as

a second language, to work with these schools, most of

which do not have access to specialized personnel.

5. Present Government regulations do not provide

education allowances for children in kindergarten. Kinder-

garten is now generally accepted in the United States as

an important part of public school education. Kindergarten

classes are being provided in Department of Defense schools.
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The regulations should be amended to provide for

the payment of kindergarten allowances.

6. As has been stated, these schools have attracted

considerable interest and attention from United States uni-

versities, colleges, and professional associations. Such

interest and attention is usually accepted by those who

have been previously ignored.

Universities, colleges, professional associations,

and others should examine their motives for this attention,

from an institutional point of View, and be prepared to

accept the responsibilities implied in associating with an

overseas school. Likewise, overseas schools should deter-

mine whether or not attention from the institution in the

United States is appropriate to their purposes and, if not,

should resist the lures that are sometimes offered.
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"(d) - Not to exceed $1, 500, 000 of the funds available for

assistance under this Act (other than title I of Chapter 2 of part I)

may be used in any fiscal year to provide assistance, on such terms

and conditions as are deemed appropriate, to schools established, or

to be established, outside the United States whenever it is determined

that such action would be more economical or would best serve the

interests of the United States in providing for the education of

dependents of personnel carrying out activities authorized by this

Act and dependents of United States Government personnel, in lieu of

acquisition or construction pursuant to subsection (c) of this Section."

Section 636(c)
 

The ceiling limitations and the authority contained in Section 636(c)

apply in those situations where the principal purpose of the new construc-

tion and/or acquisition is to provide housin , Office, educational, medical

or other facilities in support of personnel direCt hire or contract)

carrying out activities authorized by this Act. No distinction can be

drawn on the basis of whether (1) it is considered program project or

technical support (2) title is vested in the U.S. Government or Host

Country, (3) the facilities are to be used by project, tech support or

administrative personnel. It is recognized that there are situations

where the principal purpose is not to provide facilities to such personnel,

such as where housing is programmed as an integral part of an economic

development assistance project to the host country and is an essential

and necessary part of such project. Since experience has indicated that

the circumstances and factual situation in each project where housing may

be involved can vary greatly, the following general rule should be apples

applied.

Housing must be charged against the Section 636(c) ceiling except

where such housing meets all of the following conditions: (1) is an

integral and necessary part of the project facility; (2) is included in

the.proJect or other agreement under which A.I.D. is furnishing the

assistance to which the housing relates; (3) is of a type and character

consistent with the project facility and other similar housing in the

locality; and (h) is consistent with the reasonable requirements of th

personnel who will ultimately occupy it in furtherance of the prosect's

objectives. For example: Faculty housing constructed in connectio. with

an educational facility could be considered "an integral and necessary

part of the project facility" if it were not in excess of that contemplated

as required for permanent on-campus faculty residences. Similarly, at an

isOlated agricultural extension or forestry installation, housing would

meet the "integral and necessary" test if the nature or location of the

project facility is such that housing is to be provided to the permanent

personnel which is ultimately to man the facility. On the other hand,

housing for a consultant to a development bank, or for a team of public
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administration advisors, whose services are to be provided or performed

primarily in a metropolitan area, would not likely be considered as an

integral and necessary part of the project facility, even though the

consultant, or the advisory team, might be unwilling to undertake the

project assignment unless such housing were provided, since such housing

would scarcely, if ever, be provided as a condition of employment of the

permanent personnel (if any) who might thereafter continue the project

objective. The "type and character" test relates to whether the housing

is constructed to standards consistent with the requirements of the

personnel who will ultimately occupy it, or whether it is constructed to

higher standards to meet the requirements (no matter how reasonable) of

the direct-hire or contract technicians who will occupy it initially.

This is not to say that housing which does not meet the tests stated

in the preceding paragraph may not be provided for U.S. technicians. To

the contrary: Required housing may be provided for U.S. technicians, and

may be funded from program funds. It is to say, however, that housing

which is not an integral and necessary part of a project facility, or which

is constructed to standards higher than reasonably required for the permanent

personnel who will ultimately occupy it, must be charged against the Section

636(c) ceiling.

Section 636(d)
 

The authority under this Section will be applied only where assistance

is to be given for the purpose of construction or enlarging physical plant

facilities, increasing the scope and/or improving the instruction, or other-

wise augmenting and improving already existing schools, or those to be

established. In most cases assistance under this section will take the

form of outright grants to self-supporting, non-profit community and/or

cooperative schools. In return for such financial assistance, assurance

is to be obtained that dependent children of U.S. personnel carrying out

activities authorized by this Act will be admitted to schools administered

by the recipient of the grant, when this plan is considered more economica1

and/or better serves the interests of the U. 8. Government than establishing

and maintaining a separate school for U. S. dependents. Detailed criteria,

supplementing AIDTO CIRCULAR A—79 of 1/6/62, relative to A.I.D. assistance xmxxa

to schools is enclosed herewith as attachment and will be used for Mission's

guidance in evaluating their requirements.

Reporting

A. In order that AID/W may plan for the FY 6h requirements and have

up-to-date information on proposed funding in FY 63, it is requested

that Missions advise AID/W soonest of their proposed expenditures under

Section 636(c). Reports should contain the US AIDs best current thinkinc
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B.

as follows under Section 636(c) by FY 63 and FY 6h.

.1.

t
o
o

9
‘

Identify type, purpose and full justification for each

facility. (with respect to housing and office space,

justification should refer specifically to the general

availability of appropriate accommodations on the local

rental market in relation to (1; approved Mission

staffing as of this date and 2 proposed increase in

staffing through FY 6h .

Number and size of units.

Physical location.

Date and reference if submitted for AID/W approval.

Anticipated date of submission for AID/w approval.

Proposed date beginning of construction, orother

acquisition.

Indicate whether construction to be performed by U.S.

or foreign contractor (latter would require justifica-

tion and waiver by AID W accordance terms ICATO CIRC 13

2 of December 6, 1960.).

Proposed completion date.

Identify as; (a) technical support (this includes

construction which, prior to the 636(c) authority

would have been funded from administrative appro-

priations), (b) program project number.

 

Anticipated U. S. dollar cost (including foreign

currency purchased with dollars). Separately identify

any other local currency proposed to be used by US AID

on project.

Specify number and kind above type facilities, if any,

yet to be constructed with unliquidated prior year

funds; specify amounts involved by fiscal year. These

facilities will not need to be reapproved in terms of

Section 636(c).

Missions are also requested to report on estimated funding requirements

for educational needs under Section 636(d) for FY 63 and FY 6h. While informa-

tion requested at this time is not to be the basisforAID/W approving specific

AID-mes (7.5s)
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proposals, a statement of US AIDs needs following the outline suggested.below'

idll‘be required for budgetary purposes: (See attachment for guidance)

1. State summary of assistance to be prOposed including

identification and brief description of educational

institutions.

2. Indicate whether school is new or existing; is U. S.

Government owned and operated, or owned and operated

.by non-Government entity.

3. Estimated total dollar and local currency cost required

from AID, including time schedule for accomplishing

educational assistance program. Indicate other non-AID

financed support anticipated for school.

h. Needs for additional or imprOved school facilities,

including brief description of facilities and estimated

cost.

5. Requirements for teaching equipment and other supplies

and materials, including estimated cost.

6. Technical assistance needed for curricula improvement,

including text books, other teaching materials and

specialized consulting services and estimated cost.

It is requested that the above information be received in AID/W by

April 30, 1963. This report is supplemental to AIDTO CIRCULAR X-693, which

went to African Missions only.

Missions which anticipate no activity under Sections 636(c) or (d)

are requested to report accordingly.

Attachment

BALL (son NG)
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APPENDIX B

MEMO TO BATTLE AND CROCKETT FROM MCCULLOGH

CONCERNING ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR

ASSISTANCE TO AMERICAN-SPONSORED

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY

SCHOOLS ABROAD

MAY 1, 1963



May 1, 1963

MEMRANDUM TO: CU - Mr. Battle

A — Mr. Crockett

FROM: CU - Mr. McCullogh

SUBJECT: American Sponsored Schools Abroad: Changes

in CU Eligibility Criteria

The criteria established several years ago to deter-

mine the eligibility of American sponsored schools abroad

for grants and other assistance from CU funds required a

number of changes to make them consistent with the pro-

visions of the Fulbright—Hays Act and to adjust them to

new needs.

Since these criteria became a part of the record in

hearings on the Fulbright-Hays Act, the Chairmen of the

Foreign Relations Committee of the Senate and Foreign

Affairs Committee of the House of Representatives have

been informed that these changes are taking place and have

made some valuable suggestions. No objections are inter-

posed by either committee to the criteria as now revised.

The new criteria take effect from May 1, 1963. A

copy is attached.

Attachment:

New Criteria

DISTRIBUTION:

STATE: OM/MS - Mr. Miller

PER/COMP — Mr. Miller

CU/ECS - Mr. Byers

CU/FCS - Mr. Roan

CU/ARA - Mr. Canter

CU/AF — Mr. Wilson

CU/FE - Mr. Ranard

CU/EUR - Mr. Moody

CU/NEA - Mr. Smith

AID: Mr. Delp

Mr. Bell

IASS

ISF
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CRITERIA FOR ESTABLISHING ELIGIBILITY FOR

ASSISTANCE TO AMERICAN SPONSORED

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY

SCHOOLS ABROAD

"The school must meet a demonstrated need for American-

type educational facilities in the community or region

and in the case of primary and secondary schools shall

be open to the enrollment of qualified American stu-

dents."

"The school must have been founded by or must be oper-

ated or sponsored by citizens or non-profit insti-

tutions of the United States, with or without the

participation of nationals of other countries."

"The school must operate without objection from the

national government of the host country, and must

be nonpolitical in character.“

"Authority over policy, finances, and administration

must be vested in a competent board of responsible

persons, usually including representation of the

appropriate U.S. Embassy or Consulate, but at a mini-

mum to include representation by U.S. citizens. This

will vary from school to school depending on local

circumstances and on U.S. policy."

"The director or principal of the school, wherever

practicable, should be a U.S. citizen."

"There should be a sufficient number of teachers from

the United States or teachers trained in American edu-

cational methods to assure adequate contact for the

students with these methods and the corresponding

ideals."

"The curriculum and instruction of the school should

be of good quality and reflect accepted U.S. theory

and practice in education to the greatest extent

practicable."

"Primary and secondary curricula should provide in-

struction in the language, literature, geography, and

history of the United States and, where practicable,

of the country where the school is located. Wherever

the needs of American students require it, English

shall be used as a language of instruction."



10.

11.

145

Page 2

"The operation of the school should contribute to

mutual understanding between the people of the United

States and the peoples of the host country or other

countries through such means as enrollment of foreign

nationals, the provision of bi-national extra-

curricular and community programs, and English-

language classes for special students."

"The financial plan of the school should provide for

continuing recourse to all feasible means of achiev-

ing and maintaining its financial independence through

an adequate fee-structure, endowment, and other forms

of private support."

“Financial aid will not be given to church-connected

schools. Nor will it be given to government, com-

pany or private profit-earning schools, unless pro-

vision of such assistance would assure educational

facilities for American dependents which would not

otherwise be available in the area."
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EKCERPIS F301 IRE £02317? ASSISTAYCE ACT OF 1951'

"flotwithstanding any other law, not to exceed $3,000,000 of the .

funds available for assistance under this Act (other than title I of

chapter 2 of part I) may be used in any fiscal year (in addition to

funds available for such use under :her authorities in this Act) to

construct or otherwise acquire outside the United States (1) essential

living quarters, office space, and necessary supp:rting facilities for

use of personnel carrying out activities authorized by this Act, and

(2) schools (including dormitories and boarding facilities) and hos-

pitals for use of personnel carrying out activities authorized by this

Act, United States Governnent personnel, and their dependents. In

addition, funds made available for assistance under this Act (other

than title I of chapter 2 of part I) nay be used, notwithstanding any

other law, to equip, staff, operate, and maintain such schools and

hospitals." '

Under 635 (d)

(b)

(3)

"Not to exceed $1,500,000 of the funds available for assistance

under this Act (other than title I of chapter 2 of part I) may be

used in any fiscal year to provide assistance on such terns and

conditions as are deemed appropriate, to schools established, or to

be established, outside the United States whenever it is determined

that such actiOn.would be more economical or would best serve the

interests of the United States in providing for the education of

dependents of personnel carrying out activities authorized by this

Act and dependents of United States Governzent personnel, in lieu of

acquisition or construction pursuant to subsection (c) of this section.

FULBRIGHIoHAYS ACT

(fiUTUAL EDUCATIONAL AND C?LTURAL EXCHAKGE ACT OF 1961)

"In furtherance of the purposes of this Act, the President is further

authorized to provide for . . . . . . . . . . . ‘

assistance in the establishment, expansion, maintenance, and

operation of schools and institutions of learning abroad, founded,

operated, or sponsored by citizens of nonprofit institutions

of the United States, including such schools and institutions

serving as demonstration centers for methods and practices employed

in the United States." '

UNCLASSIFITD
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SUBJECT: Overseas Schools Policy Committee for

[No. “161

 

 

Elementary and Secondary School Activities

 
December 30, 1963

Objective 5
 

There is hereby established an Overseas Schools Policy Committee

responsible for achieving the mutual objectives of providing adequately

for the educational needs of United States Government sponsored families

serving overseas, and of assisting American- sponsored schools abroad

which demonstrate American methods and practices in education and

contribute to friendly relations between the United States and other

countries.

Member ship
 

The Committee shall consist of the Assistant Secretary for Administra-

tion (Chairman), the Assistant Secretary for Educational and Cultural

Affairs. and the Assistant Administrator for Administration," AID.

Responsibilities and Functions
 

The Committee will:

a. Subject to applicable legislative authorizations, prescribe general

policy for overseas elementary and secondary school activities

administered by the Department, and coordinate such activities,

including educational allowances as appr0priate.

b. Give policy guidance and direction to the development of a compre-

hensive overseas school program that (1) will meet current and

long-range educational needs of dependents of overseas United States

Government employees as well as those of non-Government person-

nel carrying out activities under the AID Act, and (2) will serve to

increase mutual understanding between the people of the United States

and the people of other countries.

(over)
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c. Coordinate and approve long-range and annual financial plans for

overseas schools activities to be carried out by A, CU and AID.

d. Approve annual programs, and modifications of such programs, to

be carried out by A, CU and AID which will ensure a coordinated

approach to meeting the most urgent needs of the schools and best

promoting the interests of the United States.

4. Executive Secretary
 

The Committee will be assisted by an Executive Secretary who will

report to the Chairman of the Committee. In collaboration with

designated officers of A, CU and AID, the Executive Secretary will:

 

a. Deve10p a comprehensive schools program as directed by the

Committee.

b. Coordinate the preparation of long-range and annual financial plans

for the consideration of the Committee.

c. Prepare each year when funds are available for obligation a con-

solidated program which, when approved by the Committee, will

be carried out by A, CU and AID.

d. Plan and coordinate field studies and surveys as directed by the

Committee.

8. Consult with and obtain the assistance of the Office of Foreign

Buildings, as required, in connection with planning and construction

of individual schools and related buildings.

f. Perform such other tasks as the Committee may direct.

5. Operating Agencies
 

In the planning and develoPment of programs, A, CU and AID will work

in association with the Executive Secretary, and will be governed by

determinations of the Committee. Operating and administrative re-

sponsibilities required to carry out such determinations will rest with

the bureau or agency administering the fund affected.

(0M)

(NOTE: Number of last circular issued: FAMC No. 160.)
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, E J ...; I .20 . BURIIOS AIRES, KABUL, MAXIM, m Dam,

4; l ,. . TANGIER, VIENNA

‘ . 2/93/.. I

’M‘mifl.’ “é I’d-13 Q m -. ‘ j’Q‘

,."’ f H" n'JF'fl
f“: 3 :- ~-

«i/f’i b f C. .jo5-I

J_ E V".../ 411/311"?

331' m“ :.,r‘“,>-J‘ FROM teammate CF STATE (PER/COMP) DATE
.‘g ’j- i“I (gr L3H

:7 ; ifE I"7!? SD/BJECT = Education Allowances

”3*“ l a l ' 5.1:?

a”, (11' 2:"! RE}-

..r: .‘h J #1 EC '1
my. C A ,NAJ) I

’7 3 hi § -"5 l "'1 Effective April 12,19bh, the Standardized Reanecdote (0cm) are

; f” .{i'} q ‘74 amended as follows: "Sec. 271 3 'U. S. Govemtent-operated or -spo:1:«:~~.~.,<‘.

i I Z: ‘ t ’ school' mans an elementary or secondary school maintained and operate;

Fz/x, //- 7;.) we, by a Govern.ent agency for dependents of employees of the Government or

L 4 , an elementary or secondary school receiving, fins...cialuppert from a

Government agency." In sections 272.3, 272.h, 276. l, and 911.3 add

0 after ”U. S. Government-Operated" wherever it appears the words "or

V“ l -sponsored."

-35.,

-:min The Department anticipates adding this gamer the symbol 6 in och-.22“.

CJsuiiougz. o, section 920, Standardized Regulations (GCFA) opposite the "school 8.1}

27‘ post" education allowance classifications for grades 1-12 for e.g.irtrecs-cc

5‘3 posts, tus limiting education allowance eligibility to those parents

AB}: vhose children attend government-operated or -sponsored schools.

2.2.1

A? The regulation amendments and action desigiath, posts as having

dID-Broiy Government-sponsored schools are believed to be justified on the basis of

.‘~.-3-3m 2250:. 3 the sizable U. 3. Government investment in local schools at the ed.;:essee

CC”; - 5 locations.

Addtiozol Each Embassy is requested to distribute this mess'—~ ‘e 1.: all 2:J: 3:.

E.;:ribttion to assure that all employees understand that educationallow.22:c 3.1::

page . ,. for the school year beginning in September 1961; (Iinrch 1.965 at e 3.23

1., Adan (a, j Aires) are conditional upon attendance at local GOV'emtant-C;);r-'f‘:;; C”:

u. ; -sponsored schools in the applicable grades.

' their children a:e authorized only in the circumtances involur. .:

distance, availability and related factors descr

 

Except10.15 on Ede-him} of

2x;itch,

_‘.oed in sectio.. .2"v.1.
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Distribution to other caencim:

AID " Mr. DCIBngIle

AGR - Mr. Townsend

AF - Miss Danely

ABMC - Col. Shaw

ARMY - Mr. Iavson

ABC - Miss 'l‘urlington

CIA - Mr. Regan
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SUBJECT: Overseas Schools Policy Committee for l No. 237

1.

Elementary and Secondary School Activities

and Establishment of the Overseas Schools

—l

_l

—I

Staff (A/OS) I September 24, 1964

Over 5 eas Schools PolicLCommittee
 

3. Objectives
 

The Overseas Schools Policy Committee, established pursuant to

FAMC No. 161, dated December 30, 1963, is responsible for

achieving the mutual objectives of providing adequately for the

educational needs of United States Government sponsored families

serving overseas, and of assisting American—sponsored schools

abroad which demonstrate American methods and practices in

education and contribute to friendly relations between the United

States and other countries.

Membership
 

The Committee will consist of the Assistant Secretary for Adminis-

tration (Chairman), the Assistant Secretary for Educational and

Cultural Affairs, and the Assistant Administrator for Administration,

AID.

Responsibilities and Functions
 

The Committee will:

(1) Subject to applicable legislative authorizations, prescribe

general policy for overseas elementary and secondary

school activities administered by the Department, and

coordinate such activities, including educational allowances

as appropriate.
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Give policy guidance and direction to the development of

a comprehensive overseas school program that (a) will

meet current and long-range educational needs of dependents

of overseas United States Government employees as well as

those of non-Government personnel carrying out activities

under the AID Act, and (b) will serve to increase mutual

understanding between the peOple of the United States and the

pe0p1e of other countries. ,

Coordinate and approve long-range and annual financial plans 5‘4

for overseas schools activities to be carried out by A, CU ‘

and AID.

 J u
n- .
' ‘-

Approve annual programs, and modifications of such programs,

to be carried out by A, CU and AID which will ensure a

coordinated approach to meeting the most urgent needs of the

schools and best promoting the interests of the United States.

Executive Secretary
 

The Committee will be assisted by an Executive Secretary who

will report to the Chairman of the Committee. In collaboration with

designated liaison officers of A, CU and AID, the Executive

Secretary will:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Schedule meetings of the Committee at least twice a year.

Prepare the agenda for Committee meetings, including

preparing policy papers on issues brought before the

Committee for resolution.

Prepares minutes reporting Committee meetings for

distribution to Committee members and designated liaison

Officers in A, CU and AID.
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2. Overseas Schools Staff

3. Objectives
 

There is hereby established the Overseas Schools Staff, under

the broad policy direction of the Overseas Schools Policy Committee,

to be located in the office of the Assistant Secretary for Adminis-

tration. The Overseas Schools Staff (A/ OS), is responsible for

planning and administering the overseas elementary and secondary

schools activities of A, CU and AID to ensure central guidance

and coordination of schools policies and programs. This does not

include the schools program authorized under Section 214 of the

Foreign Assistance Act. The Overseas Schools Staff assists the

Overseas Schools Policy Committee in recommending policy

guidelines, criteria and objectives for administering the schools

assistance activities of A, CU and AID. The Staff also works

closely and coordinates its activities with the central and regional

offices and bureaus of State and AID, axri with CU in program

planning and implementation.

Transfer of Functions
 

The personnel, functions, and records with respect to school

assistance activities previously administered by the American

Sponsored Schools Branch of the Bureau of Educational and Cultural

Affairs and the Dependent Education Branch, Employee-Management

Relations Division, Office of Personnel Administration, Agency for

International Deve10pment, will be located in the Overseas Schools

Staff of the Bureau of Administration.

Responsibilities and Functions
 

The responsibilities of the Overseas Schools Staff, in consultation

and coordination with apprOpriate liaison offices and bureaus of

State and AID, are as follows:

(1) Plans and implements the overseas schools assistance

activities of the Department of State (i. e. , the Bureau of

Educational and Cultural Affairs and the Bureau of Adminis-

tration) and the dependent education program of the Agency

for International Deve10pment to assure coordination in

schools policies and programs.
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Develops and recommends to the Overseas Schools Policy

Committee, policies, criteria and objectives, subject to

applicable legislation and regulations, for assisting in the

establishment and operation of American schools overseas.

Develops annual and long-range plans for schools assistance,

including the recommendations for regional and functional

priorities, for presentation to the Overseas Schools Policy

Committee.

Prepares an annual consolidated overseas schools program,

subject to the availability of funds and the approval of the

Overseas Schools Policy Committee.

Assures effective implementation of schools assistance

programs by working closely with overseas posts and

schools, and professional education organizations, etc. ,

in the United States.

Plans, coordinates and conducts field surveys and studies

on all aspects of the overseas school program.

Consults with, and obtains the assistance of the Foreign

Buildings Operations in the planning and construction of

overseas schools and related structures.

Prescribes and administers a system for reporting program

progress to the Overseas Schools Policy Committee and

interested offices and bureaus of State and AID.

Consults with the Bureau of the Budget and other Federal

agencies to ensure coordination of overseas school activities.

Develops and recommends special programs of school

assistance as required.

Provides information to Americans assigned overseas and

other interested parties concerning American-sponsored

elementary and secondary school facilities abroad.

 

CANCELLATION

Foreign Affairs Manual Circular No. 161

dated December 30, 1963 is hereby canceled.

   

(NOTE: Number of last circular issued: FAMC No. 236.)
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°SC i”i:/ ”S“ I. PURPOSE

9gb

The purpose of this message is to inform posts and the American—  Sponsored Schools of the Department's policies and objectives in connection

with the development of a consolidated program of State and AID asslstd

to American-sponsored schools overseas. These schools include those

which have received U.S. Government assistance in the past or will request

assistance in the future. As set forth in FAMC 237, the Overseas Schools

Program.will be administered by the Overseas Schools Staff, State/A/OS,

under the guidance of the Overseas Schools Policy Committee.
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II. LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY

Posts have previously been informed of the legislative history govern—

ing the granting of assistance to the American Overseas Schools pursuant

to the Fulbright-Hays Act, heretofore administered by the Department of

State (Bureau of Cultural Affairs), and AID’S dependent education program

under Sections 636(c) and (d) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961,

formerly administered by AID (A/PA). (See ref. (B), (C),(D), (3)).

Attachment A to this message describes the Department's new authority

' Section 1081 of the Foreign Service Act for educational assistance on

behalf of U.S. Government dependents overseas. An excerpt from.the House

(257‘ Foreign Affairs Committee Report on the new legislation is also attached.

Section 1081 supplements existing sources of assistance by authorizing

the Department to provide education facilities for children of American

citizens carrying out Government activities outside the U.S. in those
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and maintaining primary schools,’school dormitories, and related educa—

tional facilities; to hire or finance the hiring of school administrators

and teachers, and to provide educational supplies and equipment, including

supplementation of library and laboratory facilities. Funds will be sought

from Congress in FY 1966 to implement this authorization.~

III. LEGISLATIVE PURPOSE

The two basic purposes of the legislative authorities are to:

1. Provide assistance at the elementary and sebondary school level

to assure the best possible educational programs for dependents of

American citizens carrying out non-military programs of the U.S. Govern-

ment overseas; and

2. Serve as demonstration centers of American educational methods

and practices for local and third country nationals and otherwise

advance the United States objectives by increasing mutual understanding

and c00peration between the American people and people of other nation-

alities.

IV. POLICY GUIDELINES FOR ASSISTANCE

The Overseas Schools Policy Committee has adopted certain initial

policy guidelines for assistance to overseas schools, as follows:

1. The character of American schools overseas as independent,

private institutions serving the public interest is respected and sgpport-

ed.

Local autonomy, one of the characteristics of American educational

institutions, can usually be successful in the Operation of excellent

schools overseas if the necessary assistance and stimulation is provided

by the U.S. Government. As in the U.S., the success of the schools

depends upon active support (including financial) from the community in

which it is located. There may be an occasional exception in specia

circumstances where the Country Team.will have to assume responsibility

for the educational needs of the U.S. Government dependent children

at the post.

2. Tuition fees should normally be set at a level adequate to fund

the usual recurring costs of good educational proarams, except for cpsts

attributable to the schools' location overseas.

Recurring costs include: (a) Salaries adequate to attract experienced

and qualified teachers. Salaries for American teachers generally should

approximate the U.S. salary scale, with related benefits, for equivalent

training, experience and competence; (b) educational materials such as

text book and other teaching aids; and (c) rent and maintenance of

school quarters.
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Large schools enrolling a majority of American children should

be able to establish realistic tuition levels. Small schools, or

schools which enroll substantial numbers of foreign nationals, face

a different problem. Further guidance in ameliorating this problem

will be sent to the field in the near future.

3. Assistance will be provided to the schools in the continuing

process of improving their educational programs so that they may serve

as worthy representatives abroad of good American education, thus

carrying out thegpurposes of the Fulbright-Hays Act and meeting the

needs of U.S. Government dependent children.

Assistance will be given primarily to:

a. Meet unusual costs arising from the schools location over—

seas, including costs for construction and other capital inprovements;

b. Assist in the devdopment of competent administrative and

teaching personnel, and improve the quality of educational programs;

c. Carry out community relations activities which will better

relate the American school to the local community.

Unusual costs might include certain extra costs incurred in hiring

qualified American teachers in the United States; a proportion of

construction costs; professional educational services provided by

individuals, and representatives of American educational associations

and organizations. Such services might include in—service training,

and assignment of master teachers for short periods; scholarship

assistance to local nationals; support for educational and community

projects which enable the schools to create a favorable image of the

United States and promote closer community relations; and other

assistance as appropriate to assure an adequate education for the

dependents of U.S. Government personnel serving overseas.

Wherever possible, the business community should be asked to

share financial responsibility for the school, particularly in support

of construction and other capital improvements. This association of

government and private sector should be pursued not only because of the

funds the private community can add, but because of the common concern

of both in providing adequate education for American children overseas

and in reflecting the total American image abroad.

V. SPECIFIC AIMS FOR AMERICAN SCHOOLS OVERSEAS

Gobd American schools, both at home and abroad, bring to each

child the skills and tools he must have to pursue further education

and a vocation. They help him to explore his potentialities and

facilitate his entrance into institutions or jobs suitable to that

potential. '
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In order to reflect the values inherent in the American education

,system, American schools overseas should:

1. Help train individuals to function as future leaders of

democratic societies in a technological age. In U.S. schools, the

student is part of a culture which emphasizes individual equality,

community responsibility, and civic and social activism. American

schools overseas also must demonstrate these values.

2. While preparing the American child to continue his education

in the U.S., create in him an awareness of the values of his own

heritage and an appreciation for the traditions and culture of his

overseas environment. At the same time, the schools should be aware

of their responsibilities toward non-American students who must return

to their own societies.

 

3. Help the student gain an appreciation of the diverse cultures

making up modern societies.

A. Share in the educational revolution taking place in the United

tates by bringing new teaching concepts and materials into their

programs.

5. Reflect the American concern with "education for all" not
:

for a privileged elite alone.

6. Like its United States counterpart, serve the entire community.

The overseas school should serve not only the community as represented

by the student body and their parents, but also wherever possible the

host country community.

7. Where secondary school programs are offered, these programs

should be as comprehensive as possible in order to meet the diverse

needs of the students.

VI. PROBLEMS OF OVERSEAS SCHOOLS

Surveys conducted by educational experts during the past year and

other information obtained by the Department and AID, indicate that

schools are in varying stages of development, and although each has

some problems unique to it, they all have some basic problems in

common.

Some of these problems are:

l. Inadeguate staffing

Inadequate staffing is the most serious problem. Teaching

staffs in many schools do not compare in training and experience with

those in the better U.S. schools. Each school needs a stable core of
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well-trained, experienced teachers and administrators. ’However, there

are insufficient incentives for either. Median teaching salaries for

American teachers hired abroad are considerably below U.S. standards

and there is little career security or insurance. Consequently, for

its "stable” core, schools have been relying either on expatriates,

willing mothers, or nationals of the country. This presents problems

of inexperienced or unprepared teachers.

2. Teaching materials and curriculum development

The teachers themselves rank curriculum development and the,

selection of teaching materials as their greatest problems. In over-

seas schools, particularly in the more isolated areas, it is difficult

for teachers to kee in touch with current developments in curricula,

teaching techniques and aids, and professional materials. Few have

ready access to sources of professional advice and services, nor any

means of keeping abreast of developments in their field. One of the

nest difficult aspects of curriculum development is the structuring of

curricula for binational or multi-national groups. To complicate the

problem, most curriculum requirements vary according to individual

school enrollment and host government requirements.

In trying to meet the problems of a multi—national curriculum the

schools should not go so far as to lose their identity as American

schools with an American—type curriculum.

3. Libraries

. Almost without exception, schools suffer from serious library

deficiencies. Multigrading, programmed instruction, multi-lingualism,

scarcity of public libraries — all emphasize the need for good library

facilities. Too few books and too narrow a range of subjects, inadequate

library space, no permanent library staff or organized method of

Operation, are the major factors contributing to these deficiencies.

A. Limited enrollment
 

Many overseas schools face the problem of limited enrollment.

Particularly at the secondary level, enrollment is frequently too small

to permit comprehensive educational programs.‘ Consequently, these

programs tend to be only college preparatory, thereby failing to meet

the needs of students who do not plan to go to college. In many cases,

it is questionable whether they can offer enough subjects to meet even

the needs of college—bound students.

5. Inadequate facilities

Many schools have an urgent need to improve their school plant

and equipment. Local resources are usually inadequate, so that out—

side financial assistance for construction and other types of capital

deveIOpment is needed. The schools also need professional guidance

and architectural and engineering advice in undertaking new construction
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or modernization.

VII. PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

The Overseas Schools Staff in carrying out its responsibilities

for planning and implementing schools assistance programs has employed

professional educators who are experienced in all phases of American

education. These education officers who will be assigned to assist

a geographic area, will work closely with the Country Team and the

overseas schools in identifying educational needs at the post.

In carrying out the newly consolidated programs of assistance to

overseas schools the Department and AID are considering the following

major activities during FY 1965 and FY 1966.

 

1. Professional Services
 

Negotiations will be undertaken with qualified professional

educational organizations in the United States, such as other Federal

agencies, the International Schools Service, the National Education

Association, and affiliated organizations and American universities

for the provision of various kinds of educational services.

a. Overseas Schools Library Assistance Project — A master

list of books appropriate to overseas schools libraries will be pre—

pared by a University contractor. This list will then be compared

with inventories, and a suggested list of books and professional

materials for each school submitted to the Overseas Schools Staff.

Within the availability of funds earmarked for this purpose, grants

in kind through government channels will be made to schools requesting

this assistance, on the basis of priority of need.

b. Teacher Recruitment Project - Contacts have been initiated

with school systems and schools in the 50 states to facilitate the

temporary release of master teachers for overseas assignment for

periods of one or two years. Negotiations will be carried on for the

release of teachers without loss of tenure, retirement benefits, or

advancement Opportunities. Consideration will be given to the introduc-

tion of the concept of the college sabbatical. In addition, assistance

will be given in the recruitment of professional staff as in the past.

c. Overseas Regional Conferences - Overseas regional conferences

will be held to provide an Opportunity for administrators and teachers

in American-sponsored schools abroad to exchange information and become

familiar with new practices in U.S. schools.

 

d. Survevs - Surveys will be conducted in connection with

major construction projects, comparative analyses of salaries paid

teachers in the U.S. and those in American schools overseas; the role

of tuition in financing the operating costs in school budgets, etc.
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e. Private Sector Contributions - Methods and programs will

be developed which will enlist the active assistance of the American

"private sector" (business concerns, foundations, individuals) in

financial grants and in other kinds of support for the overseas

elementary and secondary schools.

f. Assistance in Curriculum Development and Educatibnal Materials -

Progressive assistance in the develOpment of curricula and the selection

of educational materials will be provided, including information on

apprOpriate achievement standards for American children in overseas

schools.

2. Establishing relationships between Overseas Schools and U-S-

Educational Institutions

 

To the extent possible, efforts will be made to encourage

U.S. educational institutions to take an interest in overseas schools

to help them with their problems.

3. Community Relations Projects

Schools will be encouraged and assisted to develop programs

which will enable them to establish closer relationships with the

local community. Examples of such programs are:

a. Deve10p scholarship programs for local students from a

limited socio—economic background. These scholarship programs should

recognize merit and identify potential foreign leaders;

b. Seminars, to which local teachers would be invited, on

teaching methods and use of educational materials.

c. Exchange visits between American and host country schools;

d. Production of educational materials which may be used in

American and/or local schools.

e. Use of school facilities for after hours education programs,

exhibits, and cultural activities.

The success of the overseas schools assistance program depends in

large measure upon the continuing interest and active support of the

post. Posts are to be commended for their increasing efforts to play

a more active role in the affairs of the American—sponsored schools.

Particularly encouraging is the increased awareness of the post of the

need to provide good educational Opportunities for U.S. Government

dependents, and of the value of American-sponsored schools as institut‘ons

which may supplement U.S. educational and cultural activities abroad.
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In order to assure the achievement of the dual purpose of the

schools, each Ambassador will be requested to designate officials

representative of the Country Team to have continuing responsibility

for carrying out the purposes of the overseas schools program.

The post is also requested to give the American school continuing

assistance and technical guidance in administrative, budget and fiscal

matters in order for the school to satisfy U. S. Government requirements

in connection with receiving Government grants.

A message will follow regarding requests for assistance during

FY 1965 and future years. Additional information on the program will

be provided to the field throughout the year.

RUSK

Attachment:

Section 1081 of the Foreign Service Act and an excerpt from

the House Foreign Affairs Committee Report on new legislation.
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ATTACI‘Z-IENT A

Section 1081 of the Foreign Service Act As Amended

"Part l - Educational Facilities

Sec. 1081. Whenever the Secretary determines that educational

facilities are not available, or that existing educational facilities

are inadequate to meet the needs of children of American citizens

stationed outside the United States engaged in carrying out Government

activities, he is authorized, in such manner as he deems appropriate

and under such regulations as he may prescribe, to establish, operate,

and maintain primary schools, and school dormitories and related

educational facilities for primary and secondary schools, outside the

United States, or to make grants of funds for such purposes, or other-

wise provide for such educational facilities. The provisions of the

Foreign Service Buildings Act, 1926, as amended, and of paragraphs

(h) and (i) of section 3 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide

certain basic authroity for the Department of State", approved August 1,

1956 (U.S.C. 170h(h) and 170 (i), may be utilized by the Secretary

in providing assistance for educational facilities. Assistance may

include, but shall not be limited to, hiring, transporting, and pay-

ment of teachers and other necessary personnel."

Excerpt from House Foreign Affairs Committee Report dated August 8, 1963

on HR 7885, reported as Section h03(d)-4Educational Facilities:

Section h03(d) adds a new section 1081 to the Foreign Service Act.

It authorizes the Secretary of State to supplement the present channels

of assistance by providing educational facilities in those instances

where none of the existing statutory authorities enable him to provide

adequate education for the children of U.S. citizens who are engaged

in Government service abroad.

Existing legislative authority provides for several types of aid

for the education of such children. One is the military dependents'

school system which is concentrated in areas where troops are stationed.

A second is the authority in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961

which authorizes assistance to schools for dependents of Government

employees and non-Government personnel carrying out AID activities in

areas where AID is conducting programs. Two other programs, one under

the direction of the Ibpartment of State's Bureau of Educational and

Cultural Relations and the other conducted by AID, permit the establish-

ment of demonstration centers in a few foreign countries to display

American educational techniques primarily for the benefit of the local

population. Finally, the Overseas Differentials and Allowances Act of

1960 authorizes the granting of educational allowances to parents to
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defray the cost of obtaining an adequate education for their children.

The value of this allowance is dependent upon the existence of adequate

educational facilities and the willingness of local educators to

cooperate. '

The authority contained in the amendment will permit the Secretary

to supplement existing educational facilities or to provide new ones

where they are not available through the grant of funds in those limited

instances where the needs for educational services cannot be met under

present legislative authority. The amendment makes clear that only

primary schools, not secondary schools, may be established, maintained,

and Operated. Dormitories and other educational facilities related to

meeting the needs of children of U.S. Citizens who are working for the

Government abroad may be established, operated, and maintained by the

Secretary for both primary and secondary students. In some cases

adequate schools are available but the school has no facilities for

boarding students. Under this amendment the Secretary could provide

such accommodations. In other cases it would be desirable to hire a

teacher or to supplement library or laboratory facilities. Frequently

one or two rooms would be sufficient to meet the needs of the American

community and these may be available in a structure owned or leased

by the Government. The amendment contains authorization for such

use of Government facilities.

The authorization contained in this section is not intended to

duplicate any benefits provided by the educational allowances. Nor is it

expected to result in an appreciable increase in such allowances.

Those allowances cover only items normally provided without cost in

public schools in the United States, such as tuition, books, and essential

supplies. Additional costs relating to room, board, and periodic trans-

portation to and from the nearest locality where an adequate school is

available may also be included in the education allowance. The addition-

al authorization made available by this section will permit needed

assistance and facilities only in those instances where other legislative

authority is not sufficient to meet the needs for the adequate education

of dependent children. The committee does not envisage that under this

authority the Secretary of State will run a worldwide system of educa—

tional services. The Department of State does not anticipate an

appropriation request of more than $300,000 in any one year under this

authorization.
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STATE. AlD MERGE PROGRAMS

New Office Will Improve

Overseas Schooling

NEW office has been formed--

the Overseas Schools Staff(A/

OS)-to coordinate and implement

the Department's overseas ele-

mentary and secondary school as-

sistance programs.

A/OS represents the merger of

three programs—two State and one

AID—of assistance to civilian pri-

mary and secondary schools over-

seas. It combines the personnel and

resources of the Dependent s'

School Program of the Bureau of

Administration; the o v e r s e a s

school assistance activities of the

Bureau of Educational and Cultural

Affairs; and the Dependent Educa-

tion Branch of the Agency for

International Development.

The Overseas School Staff will

step up the Department's efforts

to improve the educational facili-

ties for Foreign Service and other

U.S. civilian employees serving

abroad. It is expected that the

consolidation into one office of

the Department's prOgrams will

result in more coordinated and

effective assistance along these

lines.

Appointed to direct the new staff

is Ernest N. Mannino who was

Director of the Department's De-

pendents' Schools Program before

its merger as part of A/OS. Mr.

Mannino holds an A.B. and M.A.

in education and joined the De-

partment in September 1963, af-

ter serving in many capacities in

public and private schools in Mas-

sachusetts (News Letter, October,

1963).

Mr. Mannino's staffis organiza-

tionally located in the office of the

Assistant Secretary for Adminis-

tration and operates under the

broad policy direction ofthe Over-

seas Schools Policy Committee.

Established in December 1963.

the Committee consists of Dwight

J. Porter, Assistant Secretary for

Administration; Henry C.

McPherson. Jr., Assistant Secre-

tary for Educational and Cultural

Affairs;and William O.Hall, As-

sistant Administrator fo r Admin-

istration, AID.

A/OS develops and recommends

sc hool assistance policies and

programs to the Committee which

is reaponsible for the over-all

success and adequacy of the over-

seas school programs.

Approximately 23,000 American

October 1964

children and 18,000 children of

other nationalities are enrolled in

grades 1- 12 of the Ame rican-spon-

sored schools abroad. The primary

objective of the schools is to

provide an American-type educa-

tion at U.S.-equivalent standards

to these children.

Another major objective of the

overseas school program is to

demonstrate American ideals and

educational methods in the class-

room by enrolling children of the

host countries and othernationali-

ties and by relating to the com-

munity as closely as possible.

A/OS administers programs de-

signed to provide assistance to

the schools rather than attempt to

Operate a world-wide school sys-

tem from Washington.

To provide the assistance. the

staff is developing a two-pronged

approach: a U.S.-oriented drive

for more financial and program

assistance; and a field-oriented

effort to improve the staffs, the

curricula, the administration. and

facilities of the schools.

In the U.S., A/OS is launching

a drive to enlist the active assist-

ance of American business con-

cerns and private foundations to

accord financial grants, student

and teacher fellowships. and other

forms of support to the schools.

THE Staff is also engaged in

mustering the resources of the

U.S. Government, state and munic-

ipal governments, universities and

teachers' colleges, as well as

national associations of educators

to make highly-qualified teachers

available to the schools as a normal

aspect of a professional career.

It is hoped that a school-to-

school program can be developed

between individual schools in the

U.S. and American-sponsored

schools in the field. Such a pro-

gram would include teacher ex-

changes. educational material as-

sistance. and other activities

geared to broadening the horizons

of all schools concerned.

Primary emphasis will be placed

on up-grading the caliber of teach-

ing staffs and on up-dating the

educational materials, such as

library resources. of the approxi-

mately 100 American-sponsored

schools overseas.

AIDS is establishing a network

of Regional Education officers to

provide professional advice and .

assistance to the schools. They

will be stationed in Washington

but will make periodic trips to

their assigned areas. With exten-

sive school administrative experi-

ence of their own, the officers

will work closely with school ad-

ministrators to provide informa-

tion on such matters as budget

and fiscal management, personnel

policies. school programming and

organisation. instructional mate-

rials and equipment. U.S. Govern-

ment policies in assistance pro-

grams. and educational resources

available in the U.S.

The officers in turn will pro-

vide A/OS with data on the schools,

identifying the educational needs

of each school so that assistance

programs may be adapted accord-

ingly.

AIDS was established pursuant

to Joint State/AID Foreign Affairs

Manual Circular No. 237 of Sep-

tember 24, 1964. The schools pro-

grams are operated under the au-

thority of Section 1081 of the

Foreign Service Act. as amended.

the Fulbright-Hays Act, and Sec-

tion 636(c,d) of the Foreign Assist-

ance Act of 1961.

Reprinted from October 1964 issue of the Department of State “News Letter” No. 42.
1C?  
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As you are aware, I am very much interested in promoting

“Ad assuring the continued American support of schools abroad

to which the United States Government has given grants. I

understand six schools were designated as United States Govern-

ment—sponsored schools last year and that there are over thirty

adcitional schools to which grants of over $250,000 have been

given. -
,

based on the following policy, I would like for you and 3/03

to designate all possible schools on a continuing basis.

POLICY STATEMENT

Those schools, in foreign countries, which

meet the "adequacy" requirements, have

. available space, and to which the United

States Government has furnished sizeable

grants, sums of money, either dollars or

local currency, for construction and/or

operating budget, shall be construed as

"United States Government-sponsored Schools“

within the meaning of Section 2713 of the

Standardized Regulations. The educational

adequacy of each school ill be jointly

determined by the Office of Overseas Schools,

“he Allowances Staff and the post involved.

Announcement and implementation of this policy should he

made at the earliest possible date.

. fl

6’ A "I

6 ,/"d /

A ‘O‘ r. '

k 3‘. y ”a I

cc. c/os tries. a. Mannino /L- /
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T0: 0 - Mr. William J. Crockett

FROM: O/ALS - Joseph W. Lethco

SUBJECT: Education Allowance

AIIJChBG for your signature is an airgram (Tab A) amending the

Standardized Regulations (Government Civilians, Foreign Areas) to

 

(l) Designate ’l additional.pg§1§.a§ having 'United States

Gov:rnme2J~sp9nsored Schools" (this designation will affect eligibility
-..... <.

for education allowances); and
o

(2) Authori_ze_posts.10Amakeuexceptign§,_inspecifi_ed circumstances
“-...“—-

to :he requirement inthe_regulationsth_at_edwucation allowa_nces are
-_ ‘- , —r.--—._"

 
____‘.-

Trepropo:ed de51gnations”ifapproved, will be effective before the

sta:t of the next school year.

ALso attached for your approval is a proposed revision in the Policy

‘tatement (Tab 8), on designating “U S, Government~sponsorcd Schools

contained in your memorandum to me of September 2, 1965. The current

Policy Statement is shown in Tab C,

-H

The 21 schools listed in the airgram are schools which O/ALS and 0/05 agree

meet the criteria set out in both the present and proposed Policy State-

ments.

1 3‘

h

c

.
A

0 new fali_cy SLALcment, proposed by O/OS will have _the_ effect_of

tricfi.1o oc-siqnat ion 01Mscnoolsas"U':S”Goveinment-ponsoledinthe

. ,qgaj;gtaa&¥,1§:walclthe uWe”Coverament*"as playec a leasing

role,i.,_Le.calnni‘snmgnt,ang/’_akymlgpmentOI_théfschool. \o;ma-ly,

E,:, Gru:;-a;ded schools in Whl oh the U S. Government has net playoc

SAC“ a zole wzll not meet the criteria and Will not be proposes for

designation as Government-sponsored.
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It» foregoing position seems justified on the grounds that where the

Untied States has played such a rofe (l) agreements can be reached

with the school in advance of designation to accommodate all U.S.

Government dependents; and (2) significant investment of funds for

The partial purpose of assuring adequate dependent educational facilities

should be further supported by channelling education allowances into

those facilities.

Recommendation:

It is recommended that you

(1) Sign Tab A amending the Standardized Regulations (GCFA)

designating certain posts as having "U.S. Government-sponsored Schools"

and authorizing posts to make warranted exceptions in the regulations

requiring attendance at the schools for education allowance eligibility; and

(2) Sign Tab 8 to approve the proposed Policy Statement on designating

"U.S. Government-sponsored Schools" restricting future designations to

schools in which the Government has played a leading role in the

estaolishment and/or development of the school.

a

a. .. ,1, .. ~ I ,'(',- I,
htTu»,hm(‘u-./. /@/g ,l/592 a // Cé

Tn“ A Airgram to posts

Tan fl PTOHOSQQ Policy Statement

Top C Current Policy Statement

TX /,/’\

4“ /- e -‘= -\:I/ V v- . r '— ( I

Li] 5".- o-u‘).£;\-'t"l‘ Ac‘po‘l.l‘ 0‘/ l/(3é’



l7l

PROPOSED POL CY STATEMENT

ON -

DES;CNATING UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT—SPONSOREP SCHOOLS

Those schools, in foreign countries, which meet the "adequacy” require-

ments, have available space, to which the United States Government has

furnished sizeable grants, sums cf money, either dollars or local

currency, for construction and/or operating budget, and in which the

 

d. 5, Government has played a leading role in the establishment and/or

development of the school (this could include the significant investment

of Government funds where the aim was in part to ensure adequate dependent

education facilities) shall be construed as ”United States Government-

sporsoreu Schools” within the meaning of section 271 g of the Standard-

izec ReguLations. The educational adequacy of each school Will be

Jointly determined by the Office of Overseas Schools, the Allowances

Program and the post involved.

3 "1‘7 ./ j."\;' ,

approved L/~/'* " 'i“

a . ./’

misapproyfio ‘
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CA-11392 UNCLASSIFIED
 

I

'33-“ HANDLING motel-run

o H, To : AIMAN, AQHNFYON, BANGKOK BELGRADE, \BUENOS AIRES, CAIRO.

FK! “g; DACCA: KARACHI, KATMANDU: LA PAZ, LAHORE, LIHA, MANILA, RAWALPINDI,

l13 MOGADISCIO, MONROVIA, MOSCOW, NEW DELHI, PRAGUE, RECIFE,

9/0'5 NXA no alas—5 SINGAPORE, TANGIER, TEL AVIV, TUNIS, VIENNA, VIENTIANE, WARSAW

02357‘

/
com

/0
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G FROM : Department of State (O/ALS) DATE: ,2

.../O I , a

:7 La 97: SUBJECT: Allowances: Education Allowances g

H_,__ I

...:zd HR 31 REF : Sections 271 9, 272.3, 276.1, and 911.3 of the Standardized

4?: 7
 ,gu, cu Nevv‘rR Regulations (Government Civilians, Foreign Areas)

‘Rs.’ USIA

 

12, l/C) dos Effective June 19, 1966, addressee posts not previously designated, are

;- -C‘A|fi7‘ designated as having U.S. Government-sponsored schools within the meaning

’?¥4*/¥?' 5,“ of section 271 g of the Standardized Regulations (Government Civilians,

en Foreign Areas). This designation will be indicated in a forthcoming

ijALs -‘5 issuance of the Standardized Regulations by the addition of the symbol 9

   
 

.4; in column 6, section 920, opposite the "school at post" education allowance

ggf classification for the grades involved.. (See page 2 of this airgram for

g/os” A grades affected.) The designation is applicable to grants of education

lg/Ex 4/;;‘> allowance for the new school year beginning in August and September 1966

 

  

«RA/EX (February 1967 for Asuncion) for the grades affected.

i-‘E E.

pug/Ex The foregoing action generally limits education allowance eligibility to

,fiA/Ex those employees whose children attend the Government-sponsored school

'ID-O'Neill located at the post. The designations are believed to be justified by

-dr-Townsend reason of the Government's leading role in the establishment or develop~

gir porce~) ment of the schools.

iiss Danely)

’AFPCPAA) To avoid hardship where children at all addressee posts have previously

xBMC-Shaw been attending other schools, the Standardized Regulations are further

ArmquKLawson) amended to permit heads of agencies (for State, AID and USIA see

\DCSPER/OCP) 3 FAN 315.1-1) to make exceptions to the regulations requiring attendanc«

lHZ-Knight at U.S. Government-sponsored schools under the following criteria in

VIA-Luetscher addition to the criteria given in section 276.1 of the Standardized

“om-Spitler Regulations:

BUD-Sompayrac

warm Credit 1. The child must have been in attendance at other than the

Admin-Lehman Government-sponsored school at the close of the last school year;

i"Alla-Dixon L.

FUSE-Thomas

‘AO-Humphrey FORM UNCLASSIFIED FORDFPT l "Lfi'L

hSA-«Cook , ,2 nos 323 “ ‘ len ){m

“n-
 

ll/

[MW“Mr.‘RGRELLICI':eh 5/9/66 W!
efitctetlon Approved by:

‘ Tear-ores:

O/ALS: JWLethcdj$¢cza
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isttibution

qgntinued

hW—Uallagher

nt-Terry

us~Snrgent

nh-Cramer

ASA-Gavin

SF-Amoruso

fivy—MrS,COX)

UlR-Code 250)

race Corps-)

Ms.Powell )

MITH-Martin

reas-Lawton

\lA-Mrs.Cole

l~Morgan (052)
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UNCLASSIFIED

CA-11392

2. The employee was assigned to the post during at least

part of the last preceding school year;

3. The employee believes it would be disadvantageous for the

child to change schools during the remainder of the parent's tour

of duty at the post; and

4. The employee's post and the Embassy concur in the need

for the exception.

Each addressee post is requested to distribute this airgram to

appropriate representatives of all agencies at the post (and at

the Embassy) to assure thtt employees understand that education

allowances for the school year beginning August and September

1966 (February 1967 for Asuncion) are conditional upon attendance

at the local U.S. Government-sponsored school in the applicable

grades. Exceptions are authorized only under the criteria given

in this airgram and in section 276.1 of the Standardized Regulations.

Post

Amman

Asuncion

Bangkok

Belgrade

Cairo

Dacca

Karachi

Katmandu

La Paz

Lahore

Lima

Mogadiscio

Monrovia

Moscow

Prague

Recife

Singapore

Tel Aviv

Tunis

Vientiane

Warsaw

Grades Affected

1-8

1-8 /

1-12

1-8

1-12

1-8

1-12

1-8

1.8./

1-8

1-12 V

1-8

1-8

1-8

1-6

1-12 1/

1-12

1-9

1.5

1-8

1-6

UNCLASSIFIED

School

American Community School

American School

International School

International School

Cairo American College

American Society School

American Society School

Lincoln School

American Cooperative School

American Society School

American School

American School

American Cooperative School

Anglo-American School

English Speaking School

American School

American School

American International School

American Cooperative School

American School

Warsaw Elementary School

RUSK
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REF
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r val...
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1' “imum:

L“facilities.

"fi7"os.323

M

I-

Recently approved by the Department is a revised policy concerning

designation of certain posts for education allowance purposes as havinp a

local "United States Government-sponsored" school (see section 271 g. of

the Standardized Regulations,(Government Civilians, Foreign Areas.))

These schools are not to be confused with Department of Defense U.S.

Government-operated schools although the same symbol is used for both in

section 920, Std. Regs. and regulations regarding attendance are generally

the same.

The policy is stated as follows:

“Those schools, in foreign countries, which meet the"adequacy" require-

ments,have available space, to which the United States Government has

furnished sizeable grants, sums of money, either dollars or local currency.

for construction and/or operating budget, and in which the U.S. Govern-

ment has played a leading role in the establishment and/or develOpment of

the school (this could include the significant investment of Government

funds where the aim was in part to ensure adequate dependent educa+inn

facilities) shall be construed as "United States Government-sponsored

Schools" within the meaning of section 271 g of the Standardized Hegulnu

tions. The educational adequacy of each school will be Jointly determinud

by the Office of Overseas Schools, the Allowances Program and the post

involved . "

The policy stated above is to insure that, where the United States Govern—

ment has made substantial financial grants and otherwise has played a

major part in the establishment or development of schools, further support

will be given by the channelling of education allowances into these

Financial grants alone are not sufficient to warrant the designs

Hm H1?! ‘1 w
.._.._-_“. ,.

. _u__UNQLASSIEIED__ _

_-'.—"__—' \

l( omrms and (

.6113/1>!2____.__JQZAL_S:_quthco
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32635 J ’  rains.

J

0/08 :Mannino M.
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CA-12243

2

tion. At posts so designated education allowances may not be granted

for attendance at other than the "Government-sponsored school" unless

the criteria for exceptions are met as provided in section 276.1 of the

Standardized Regulations.

The designation of a post as having an available "Government-sponsored

school" is shown by a symbol.@ adjacent to the affected grades and

education allowance classifications shown for the post in section 920 of

the regulations. Only the classifications for the grades considered

adequate in a school at a designated post bear this symbol. The school

may have other grades not deemed fully adequate to which the policy does

not apply and for which "school away from post" rates are provided.

Under this policy nearly thirty posts in all parts of the world already

have been designated as having "U.S. Government-sponsored schools."

From time to time other posts also will be designated as circumstances

may indicate.

RUSK
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